
Say you, ‘If the sea be the ink for the words of my 

Lord, then necessarily, the sea would be exhausted 

and the words of my Lord would not come to an end, 

though We may bring the like of it for help.

Say you, ‘Apparently in facial outlook of a man, I am 

like you, I receive revelation that your God is one God, 

then who-so-ever hopes to meet his Lord, he should do 

noble deeds and associate not any one in the worship 

of his Lord.
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 It gives me immense pleasure to address the young Hallians through “The Hallmark”. 
The glossy magazine is reflective of creative ability and intellectual depth of the young 
writers. The pictorials display a vibrant view of a wholesome life and year round activities of 
students at the campus. The magazine adequately signifies optimistic and positive feelings 
of students and their successful approach towards life. 

 The success of students always owes to the institution. Burn Hall, I must proclaim, is 
one of the leading institutions of the country, which is providing vibrant and conducive 
environment to its students for their wholesome grooming and personality development 
through a host of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. The illustrious alumni of the 
college have greatly benefited from this healthy and harmonious environment and are now 
rendering valuable services for the prosperity and development of our nation. I am sure that 
you will carry the rich values and traditions imbibed here to greater heights. 

 Dear Hallians! Today our country is passing through critical phase of its existence and 
is entangled, both internally and externally, in grave challenges. This prevailing situation 
mandates you to prepare yourselves to overcome all the present and future challenges by 
attaining quality education along with high standards of moral values and self discipline. 
You, as young eagles of this great institution, must inculcate the noblest values of tolerance, 
truthfulness and optimism so that you can rub shoulders with your elders as responsible 
members of the global community. I urge you to attain academic excellence by working 
zealously and wholeheartedly, not only to achieve your personal aims but also the national 
goals. You are the future of our country; lead this nation to the path of glory, progress and 
prosperity.

 In the end, I would like to appreciate the Editorial Board for their hard work and efforts 
put in for the publication of the wonderful magazine. The creative renderings of the young 
Hallians are most entertaining and justly praiseworthy.

 May Allah Almighty bless you with unsurpassable successes in future. (Ameen!)

Lieutenant General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Chairman
Board of Governors
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 I am pleased to communicate with the young Hallians through the current issue of 
“The Hallmark”. The magazine is not merely the collection of words and images; it is rather 
an effective forum for Hallians to express their ideas and opinions on various issues in an 
organized and skillful manner.  

 The scholarly taste and academic flair of the students portrayed in the magazine 
reflect that Army Burn Hall College for Boys focuses on overall grooming of the students 
and provides a creditable inclusion of the curricular and co-curricular activities for the 
Hallians all the year round. Through these activities, the students are infused with a sound 
blend of knowledge, socio-ethical values, intellectual and moral grooming and physical  
development.

 Dear Hallians! The present era poses daunting challenges of unprecedented advancement 
in every sphere of life and human endeavour. Being the future of Pakistan, you must 
embark upon these challenges with enthusiasm and sturdy determination. The dedicated 
administration and the Faculty of Army Burn Hall College for Boys are employing all 
measures necessary for shaping the character of its alumni, inculcating moral values in 
them and preparing them for a life of leadership, selfless service and personal fulfillment. 
Therefore, make full use of these opportunities and equip yourself with the scientific 
and general knowledge wholeheartedly. With your devoted hard work and sound basic 
knowledge, you will in future be able to bring constructive changes in society which in long 
run ensures the progress of our country.

 In the end, I extend my felicitations to all young Hallians for their valuable contributions. 
I also congratulate the Editorial Board and the College administration for publishing a 
quality magazine.

I wish you all the best for your future endeavours. 

Major General Nadeem Raza, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Deputy Chairman
Board of Governors
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Message of the

 It gives me immense pleasure to record my feelings for the current issue  of “The 
Hallmark”. The magazine provides a window to the creative world of Army Burn Hall 
College for Boys, which has very eco-friendly campus and is equipped with state of the 
art infrastructure. We have well equipped laboratories and classrooms to help students in 
attaining the desired standards in academics and related skills. The campus has adequate 
sports infrastructure to take care of sports and recreational activities of the students.

 Empowering our students with conceptual knowledge, wisdom and confidence at 
the academic level is our foremost priority. The infrastructure, facilities and equipments 
combined with a galaxy of competent and dedicated faculty contribute to effective teaching 
learning activities. The students take full advantage of these opportunities and make their 
Alma mater proud by succeeding with flying colours in Federal Board and Cambridge 
University examinations.

 After taking due care of the academics, the main focus of the Institution is to mould 
our students into better human beings and instill in them values which are embedded for life. 
We aim to provide an overall development that nurtures them towards attaining refined and 
balanced personality. The institution provides every student with soft skills and educational 
skills by exposing them to a series of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities round the 
year.

 I have firm belief that success is inevitable where there exist; foresightedness, firm 
determination, hard work and discipline. I am sure that the graduates of this great institution 
will be proud of themselves as confident and successful members of the society, ready to 
contribute positively for the prosperity and sovereignty of the country. I wish all the students 
and faculty a successful and rewarding career.

 Lastly, I admire the contributions made by teachers and students along with the good 
work done by the editors due to which the publication of the magazine has become possible.

Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad

Principal
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 Pen-the first ever tool God Almighty went for is duly 

mightier than what might be mightiest in the eyes of the world. 

Words-the supreme creature of pen and the supreme identity 

of the supreme being are pricier than what is the priciest of the 

entire world, indeed priceless!!!!!!!

 Book-the wordless world of the words is unavoidably 

classier than what the classy claim to be the classiest of 

all.......!!!!!! Yes dear readers, the book. The same is lying before 

you, the Hallmark!  The petals of this very flower incense all 

its readers the perpetual fragrance. 

 Teacher sharing their experiences, so are the taught-Hallians!!!! It is an account of a delight 

some circumnavigation. Besides, the book does attempt to shift its readers from the bitter 

realities of the world to an ideal state of mind, then takes them back to the real world but with 

the art how to abate as well as encounter the challenges of life. It is where students employ their 

full blast intellect to transform potentialities into realities. 

 That’s what the ultimate aspiration of every single person is! Finally, your true appreciation 

alongwith honest critique will be regarded as a milestone in further advancement as well as 

enhancement of the same-Hallmark.

From the Editor’s Pen

Tashfeen Abbasi
Head of English Department

Editor-in-Chief
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The College Faculty

ADMINISTRATION

Principal: Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad 
  M Phil (Physics)
Chief Instructor: Colonel Muhammad Latif 
  M Sc (Chemistry), M Ed. M Phil (Education)
Senior Instructor: Lieutenant Colonel Muhammad Khalid 
  MSc Physics, MA (Educational Administration)
Academic Coordinator: Lt Col (R) Rooh-ul-Amin 
  MA (Internatiional Relations), 
  MA (Educational Administration)
Administration Officer Lt Col (Retd) Muhammad Sadiq Akbar, TI (M)
Adjutant: Capt Kaleem Abbas 

SECTION HEADS

 Mr Javaid Iqbal M Sc (Mathematics) College
 Mr Riaz Jadoon MA (Urdu) School
 Mr Nadeem Ahmad M Sc (Botany) Cambridge

HOUSE MASTERS

 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid Shah Ismail Shaheed House
 Mir Iftikhar Ahmad Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
 Qazi Muhammad Arshad Sher Khan Shaheed House
 Mr Muhammad Saqlain Safdar Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

DEPARTMENTS

Biology

 Miss Zahida Abbasi M Sc (Zoology)
 Mr Muhammad Hanif Khan M Sc (Botany)
 Mr Shad Muhammad M Sc (Botany)
 Miss Sadaf Massay M Sc (Botany), M Ed
 Mr Rahmatullah M Sc (Biological Sciences)
 Miss Samia Nawaz M Sc (Botany)
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Mathematics

 Mr Noor Ul Amin M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid  M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Habib Ur Rehman M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Shahid Mehmood M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Asim Malik M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Noshad Khan  MS (Mathematics)
 Syeda Kokab MS (Mathematics)
 Mr Askar Zaman M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Mohsin Ramzan M Sc (Mathematics)

Urdu

 Mrs Rubina Sohail MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah MA (Urdu)
 Mr Shabahat Umar Farooq MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz MA (Urdu)
 Mr Muhammad Qadeer MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Jamila Gul MA (Urdu), M Ed
 Mr Asif Jadoon MA (Urdu)
 Zahoor Khan MA (Urdu)

Physics

 Mr Bakhtiar Ud Din M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Saqlain Safdar M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Qasim Abbasi M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Shakeel Ahmed M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Saqib Hamid M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wasib Ali M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Muhammad Ibrar M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Ali Hafeez M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wajid Mehmood M Sc (Physics)

Pakistan Studies

 Mir Iftikhar Ahmed MA (History), LLB
 Mr Awais Ahmed MA (Political Science)
 Mr Shahzad Khan MA (Political Science), MA (History)
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 Mrs Somiya Gillani M Sc (Geography), MA (Urdu), M Ed
 Mr Ammar Ali MA (Political Science)

Chemistry

 Mrs Saira Bano M Phil (Chemistry)
 Mr Zahid Mehmood M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naveed Ahmed Anjum M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mrs Fozia Kamran M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Atif Mumtaz M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naseer Ahmed  M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Fida Muhammad  M Phil (Chemistry)
 Mrs Irum Askar MS (Chemistry)
 Miss Sobia Bibi M Phil (Chemistry)

Islamic Studies

 Qazi Muhammad Arshad MA (Islamiyat), MA (Arabic)
 Mr Saleem Nawaz  M Phil (Islamiyat)
 Mr Rashid Iqbal  MA (Islamiyat), M Ed
 Mr Umer Farooq MA (Islamiyat)

English

 Mr Tashfeen Abbasi  MA (English)
 Mr Aamir Khurshid  MA (English)
 Miss Tahira Sadiq  MA (English)
 Mr Mansoor Alam Khan MA (English)
 Qazi Muhammad Tauseef  MA (English)
 Mrs Syeda Siama Shah  MA (English)
 Mrs Rabia Nazir Malik  MA (English)
 Mrs Nabila Hassan MA (English), MA (EPM)
 Mr Azhar Ahsan MA (English)

Computer Science

 Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi  M Sc (Computer Science)
 Qazi Adnan Ul Haq  M Sc (Computer Science)
 Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi M Sc (Computer Science), MA (EPM), MS (Proj Mang)
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The Junior Wing Faculty
Section Head

 Mrs Mehnaz Khan MA (International Relations),  

  M Sc (Psychology), M Ed

Faculty

 Mrs Bibi Nabeela MA (Political Science)

 Miss Amira Emmanuel MA (English)

 Miss Lubna Taj MA (English)

 Mrs Nazish Sherwani BA

 Mrs Farida Zarshaid BA

 Miss Meher Qurban BA, B Ed

 Mrs Saiqa Qasim MCS (Computer Science)

 Miss Sonana Saleem MA (English), M Ed

 Mrs Faiza Masood BCS (Honors)

 Miss Bushra Jehangir MBA

 Miss Iffat Akhtar MA (English)

 Miss Sara Khan MBA

 Mrs Tanveer Javed MBA, MA (English)

 Miss Madiha Naseem M Sc (Environmental Science)

 Miss Amina Awan MCS (Computer Science)

 Mrs Shazia Zaheer MA (Islamiyat)

 Miss Rizwana Gul M Sc (Mathematics)

 Mrs Fehmina Abbas MA (English)

 Mrs Roomana Kiran M Sc (Chemistry)

 Miss Saima Shafi MA, M Ed

 Mrs Hifsa BA, B Ed

 Miss Sanna Khurshid BA

 Mrs Kausar Parveen MA (Islamic Studies)

 Miss Tabassum Jamshaid B Sc

 Miss Sumaira Malik BA
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 Miss Bushra BA

 Miss Ayesha Yousaf MBA

 Miss Shakra Bibi MA, M Ed

 Miss Rifat Naz M Sc (Chemistry)

 Miss Ambreen Rauf M Sc

 Miss Nimra Aslam M Sc

 Mrs Eram Bibi MA (English)

 Mrs Tayyaba Sultan BA, B Ed

 Mrs Rabia Shafaq M Sc

 Miss Farda Shabir MA (English)

 Miss Sehrish Jaffar MBA

 Miss Beenish Jadoon MBA

 Miss Amtul Hadia Sarwar MS (Project Management), M Sc (Eco)

 Mrs Ammara Naseem M Sc

 Mrs Sakina Bibi MA (Islamic Studies)

 Mrs Hadia Aslam B Sc

 Miss Yasmeen Khurshid M Sc (Economics)

 Miss Amina Jadoon MS (Environmental Sciences)

 Miss Saira Bano MBA

 Miss Mahmoona Tirmizi M Sc (Economics)

 Mrs Rabia Younis MA (English)

 Mrs Aasia Bibi MA (English)

 Miss Faiqa Yousaf MA (English)

 Miss Faiza Saeed Qazi MA (English)

 Miss Taj-un-Nisa M Sc (Computer Science)

 Miss Fareeha Yousaf M Sc (Chemistry)  

Office Staff

 Bursar Mr Zubair Ahmed Khan

 Superintendent Mr Muhammad Qasim

 Caretaker Babu Javed
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Gold Medalists

Ibtisam-ul-Haq
HSSC - 2014 Pre Medical

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Ahsan Rashid
HSSC - 2014 Pre Engineering

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Muhammad Umer
HSSC - 2014 Computer Science

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Anwaar-ul-Haq
SSC - 2014

Chairman Board of Governors Gold Medal

Muneeb-ur-Rahman
HSSC - 2014 Pre Engineering

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal
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Prefectorial Board

Syed Ahmad Shaheed House

Ali Haider
College Prefect

Salaar Haider
Assistant College Prefect

Asad Chohan
House Prefect

Talha Khan
Assistant House Prefect
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Asfandyar
House Prefect

Hassan Ali Khan
House Prefect

Abdullah Babar
House Prefect

Hassan Nawaz
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Hafiz Muhammad Amin
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Umair Iqbal Minhas
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Muhammed Ammar
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Ibtisam-ul-Haq
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Hammad Bashir
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)
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Secretaries

Husnain Tariq
College Sports Secretary

Taha Bin Tariq
Sports Secretary (SAS)

Usman Bin Asad
Mess Secretary (SAS)

Farhan Khalid
Sports Secretary (SIS)

Ibrar Ahmad
Mess Secretary (SIS)

Mazhar Bhatti
Sports Secretary (STS)

Awais Nazir
Mess Secretary (STS)
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Usman Masood
President

Aaqib Javed
President

Saad Zaman
Vice President

Ijlal Haider
Vice President

Fahad Zaman
Secretary

Raja Mughees
Secretary

Muhammed Ali Javed
Joint Secretary

Syed Haseeb Ahsan
Joint Secretary

Appointment Holders

English Literary Society

Bazm-e-Adab
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Outgoing 2nd Year Class

 M Saddam Khan

Adil Ali Shah

Ahsan Chohan

Ajwad Ali

Anas Zulfiqar

Abbas Khan

Adnan Khan

Ahsan Irshad

Ali Basharat

Anwar Khan

Abdul Rahman

Ahsan Javed

Ali Maalik

Ahmad Basharat

Ahsan Tariq

Ali Rehman

Arsalan

Abdullah Waheed

Ahmed Hassan

Aizaz Khan

Ammar Saleem

Arslan Ashraf

Fahad Rehman Faras Qureshi Farhan Ibrahim
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Hamza Sulaiman Haris Zeb Haseeb-ur-Rehman

Huzaifa TahirArslan Imtiaz Asad Ali Khan Asad Ali Asfand

Asif Nawaz Asim Riaz Bawar Khan

Bilal Amin Ch Usman Danish Saifullah Daniyal Shokat

Danyal Jadoon Usman Zulfiqar

Ehsan Ullah

Fahad Noor

Bilal Ahmed

Muneeb Khan Muneeb Sheikh Musaddiq Muzamil Riaz Daud Khan
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Farhatullah Farhad Iqbal Hafiz M Amin Hafiz Kashif Ejaz Hakim Khan

Basit Khan Hammad Bashir Hamza Faheem Hamza Imtiaz

Hamza Khalid Hamza Khan Hamza Munir Hamza Rafiq Hamza Shahid

Hassan Mehmood

Hassan Raza Hassan Sajjad

Hamza Javed

Sardar Ubaid-Ullah Shahzeb Khan Shahzeb Shahnawaz Sharib Jadoon

Imtiaz Muhammad Ishaq Jahanzaib Sadiq
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Qazi Mehran Raja Rohan Raza Ali Rohail Khan

Saad Zulfiqar Saad Nazir Shah

Ibrar Ahmad

Jalib Khan Jamal Abbasi Kamran Jaffar Kamran Malik

Luqman Shah M Adnan M Ali Malik M Hashim M Usman

M Uzair Mahad Iftikhar Malik Abbas Malik Shahzab Malik Shahzaib

Malik Umar Masood Khalil Mauj-e-Ali

Khalid Ahmed
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Muhammad Ali Javed Syed Haseeb Ahsan Noman Javed Noman Khan

Saad Attique

Saad Ayub Saad Habib Saad Hassan Saad Sajid

Sabih Ahmed

Qazi Hanan

Sibghat Ullah

Zahid Mohyuddin Zain Amjad Awais Nazir Muhammad Zarak Zarak Khan

Usman Uzair Khan

Usman Abbasi

Uneeb Ullah Usama Jahangir Usama Khan Usama Shafique Usama
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Uzair Wajdan Ali Wajid Ali Waleed Irshad Waleed

Waleed Kamran Muhammad Waqas

Waqar Waqas Khan

Sikandar Aziz Sikandar Sameer Sohaib Shahzad

Taimoor Abbasi Talal Ahmed Taqi Abbas

Tabish Ali Ubaid Ahmed Ubaidullah Umair Abbasi Umair Ahmad

Umar Khan Umer Farooq M Umer Khan

Subhan Raza
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Principal’s Report 
Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013

Honourable Brig Tahir Hameed - Commandant Baloch Regimental Centre Abbottabad, Distinguished 
Guests, Dear Students, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Assalam-o-Alaikum

 On behalf of the College faculty, young Hallian and my humble self, I welcome you all in this august 
gathering of Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013. Your presence has added grace 
and glory to this momentous occasion and is really a source of honour for us. I am thankful to Brig Tahir 
Hameed for gracing us with his presence as the Chief Guest on this auspicious occasion. 

Ladies and Gentlemen!

  Army Burn Hall College for Boys towers prominently among the country’s illustrious public 
educational institutions. It symbolizes prestige, magnificence, excellence and glory. The alumni of this 
great institution have brought laurels to their ‘Alma Mater’ in its past, present and the coming generations 
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of Hallians will, God willing, surpass the glory attained by their predecessors. Students, here, are fortunate 
enough and privileged to have an environment, where they can enlighten themselves with the divine light 
of knowledge and utilize their energies with a sense of purpose and discipline. Here, we are striving hard to 
make them a solid and positive addition to our society. By the Grace of Almighty Allah, we are successfully 
pursuing this goal with the unending passion and commitments.  

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 The college provides an ideal teaching and learning environment to the students. They are provided 
ample opportunities to promote their intellectual, moral and creative abilities through various curricular 
and co-curricular activities. The focus of the college, however, remains at the wholesome growth of their 
personalities.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 The performance of the students in secondary school certificate and O’ Level Examinations has been 
remarkable. In SSC part-II exam, 166 students appeared. 124 students secured A1 and A grades, which is 
74.70 % of the total. 151 students obtained 1st division which is 90.96 %. 29 students scored 100% marks in 
Physics, Maths, Chemistry and Biology. The overall GPA is 5.08. It is worth mentioning that our student, 
Anwar-ul-Haq secured 1003 marks out of 1050, which is the ever best in the College history. In SSC Part-I 
exam, 231 students appeared. 160 students secured A1 and A grades. 207 students obtained 1st division 
which is 89.6 %. 40 students scored 100% marks in Physics, Maths, Chemistry and Biology The overall 
GPA is 4.89. Our student, Sajawal Sharif secured 501 marks out of 525 which is 95.43%.

 In the O’ Level examination, 25 students appeared in 8 subjects, with a pass percentage of 100 %.  A 
total of 140 A*s, As and Bs were obtained by the students. It is important to note that A* starts from 90% 
and above, A starts from 80% and above and B starts from 70% and above marks. It is worth mentioning 
that our student Mohammad Ali obtained   5 A*s and Mohammad Kashif obtained 4 A*s respectively.

 In Higher Secondary School Certificate Part-II Exam, 141 students appeared. 29 students secured A1 
and A grades and 74 students clinched 1st division in the exam; the overall GPA is 3.18.

 In Higher Secondary School Certificate Part-I Exam, 252 students appeared: 61 students secured A1 
and A grades and 124 students obtained 1st division. Our student, Salar Haider obtained 501 marks out of 
550 which is 92%.
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Ladies and Gentlemen!

 Besides, focusing on the achievement of academic excellence, the College pays due emphasis on 

personality development of its students, Regular co-curricular and extra-curricular activities are organized 

which include various events like debates, Declamations, Qiraat, Hamd-o-Naat, Quiz as well as sports 

competitions. Hallians are also provided ample opportunities to visit the leading educational institutions 

of the country to take part in various competitions. This year, our students participated in the All Pakistan 

Bilingual Declamation Contest at FC University Lahore, Pakistan Air Force Academy Risalpur and Cadet 

College Batrasi, In addition to all these, College has also organized the All Pakistan Burn Hall Bilingual 

Declamation Contest. The Commandant PMA, graced the occasion with his presence as the Chief Guest. 

19 institutions from all over the country participated and the trophy was won by the Pakistan Military 

Academy Kakul. 

 These results and activities clearly reflect the untiring and dedicated efforts of our faculty and the hard 

work of Hallians. All parents should be rightly proud of this institution where their sons are undergoing 

quality education and training.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 My report will be incomplete if I fail to express my sincere thanks to all members of the Board of 

Governors, other Heads of the Military and Civil institutions, particularly the PMA, the Regimental 

Centres and all others, whose help and support was always forthcoming. Above all, we are grateful to all 

parents for their tremendous co-operation. In the end, I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations 

to all the prize winners. 

 I once again thank the Honourable Chief Guest Brig Tahir Hameed for sparing his precious time for us 

and of course to all of you for your valued participation in the function. May Allah, lead us all on the right 

path, for the progress and prosperity of our motherland. Ameen!  

God Bless Burn Hall!

God Bless Pakistan Army! 

God Bless Pakistan! 

I thank you once again.
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Brig. Mukhtar Muhammad, Principal Army Burn Hall College for Boys, respectable parents, 
distinguished guests and my dear Hallians, 

Assalam-o-Alaikum!

 It is a singular honour and privilege to be here as the chief guest of this auspicious occasion, when this 
edifice of learning is showing its grandeur by holding its Parents’ Day function. Indeed, it is one of the most 
important events when all high achievers are rewarded in a befitting manner; and the others, who do not 
get an opportunity this time, reinvigorate their spirits to visit the podium next year. 

Ladies and Gentlemen!

 To grow up as good citizens, one needs certain tenets. It is in our hands — in the hands of our schools, 
mentors and parents — to inculcate these tenets in them to help them grow up as good human beings, who 
may positively contribute to the society, who are governed by the discipline from within not by the external 
forces, who think about giving back to the society, who love all people irrespective of caste, colour or creed. 
And I have firm belief that Army Burn Hall School and College is top of the range in this regard.

Chief Guest’s Address
Annual Parents’ Day And Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013
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Dear Parents!

 Bright faces, I see here today, are our future. We have high hopes for them. They may be the dream 
come true of Iqbal: they may follow the footsteps of the Quaid-e-Azam in true spirit; they may, tomorrow, 
grow up to be the scientists of their own times. By the Grace of God, I see them controlling the reins of the 
yet to come. 

 My dear Hallians!

 Being educated is our religious obligation without which, we are at the level of animals. Always have 
mind; ignorance fails a man to resort to reason. In the Holy Quran surat Taha, ayat 114, the Almighty tells 
His Prophet PBUH to say, ‘O! My Lord increase knowledge in me.’ 

 BOYS JUST FEEL! Allah’s emphasis is on education itself because He knows, the absence of good 
knowledge helps let loose the forces of evil whereas constructive knowledge endows man with the light of 
wisdom and perception, to cement his faith in the Omniscient. 

 My dear students!

 I need to add here that the true grace of a student becomes luminous with the integrity and devotion to 
studies. You being students of an elite educational institution, have great prospects to join the armed forces 
and civil services. The number of Hallians undergoing training at the Pakistan Military Academy and other 
institutions assign it the status of a feeder institution to Armed Forces. As per the Principal’s report, I feel 
you all are highly privileged so try to gain maximum benefit from all the facilities.

 Dear boys! 

 While you should be engrossed in achieving excellence in academics, you should not, at the same 
time forget, that education does not mean the nitty-gritty of grammar or obtaining marks or handling 
sciences alone. Rather, education truly means intellectual, emotional, cultural and social development of 
an individual.        

 Remember! It’s not marks alone that make a man.  

 Dear Hallians!

 You should never be a uni-dimensional individual who is good at producing numbers only; you should 
know things like becoming a good neighbour as well. I urge you to always wear the badge of the Army Burn 
Hall with honour and gratitude; you display it with honesty and integrity. You are the ambassadors of the 
Army Burn Hall. Aspire to leave behind a legacy which you will always be remembered and admired for.

Dear audience, I thank you all for your patient listening. It’s time to bid farewell now!

 May Allah, the Greatest Creator, the Giver and the Protector of Life, bless you all, bless the Burn Hall, 
bless those who have graced today’s ceremony and those who will do so in many years to come as faculty 
members, administrators, parents, guardians, students, guests, well-wishers and visitors.

 Army Burnhall Zindabad!
 Pakistan Paindabad!
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The Award Winners
 Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony for this 
year was held on 6th November, 2013. A function was 
arranged in the beautiful auditorium of Army Burn 
Hall College. Brigadier Tahir Hameed, Commandant  
Baloch Regimental Centre Abbottabad. Following 
trophies and prizes were awarded to the outstanding 
students in different catagories:- 

FSc 2nd Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Ebad-ul-Haq

2nd  Ahsan Ishtiaq Awan

3rd  Umer Waseem Ahmed

Pre Engineering 

1st  Ahsan Rashid Qazi

1st  Muneeb-ur-Rehman

2nd  Rana Muhammad Noman

3rd Omer Ishtiaq

Computer Science

1st  Khush Bakht Sheeraz

2nd  Romeel Ahmed Sanwal

3rd  Umer Wahid

FSc 1st Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Salar Haider

2nd  Ammar Khan

3rd Bilal Khalid

3rd  Ali Maalik

Pre Engineering 

1st Muhammad Hammad Bashir

2nd  Ibtisam-ul-Haq

3rd  Haider Khan

Computer Science

1st  Muhammad Umer

2nd  Abdullah bin Anjum

3rd  Nauman Khan

As Levels

1st  Nisar Ahmed

2nd  Muhammad Zeerak Khan

3rd  Muhammad Adam Khan

A  Levels

1st  Umer Farooq

2nd  Hamid Mahabat Khan

3rd  Aasim Arshad Abbasi

3rd Zain Imran Shah

Matric

1st  Anwar-ul-Haq

2nd  Muhammad Ali Javed

3rd  Fahad Zaman Khan
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O Levels

1st  Syed Muhammad Ali

2nd  Muhammad Kashif

3rd  Attal Khan

9th 

1st  Sijawal Shareef

2nd  Wajih-ul-Hassan

3rd  Khizar Ali Shah

Junior Cambridge

1st  Hamza Bin Abid

2nd  Zeeshan Ahmad

3rd  Sufian Saeed

8th 

1st  Abdul Rehman Khan

2nd  Musleh Jamal

3rd  Muhammad Abbad

Pre Junior Cambridge

1st  Khalid Ashfaq

2nd  Anique Tahir

3rd  Zoraiz Naeem

7th 

1st  Muhammad Zakria Shahzada

2nd  Muhammad Hamza

3rd  Hasnain Zain-ul-Abideen

Academics Trophy

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House 

Co-curricular Activities

Best Qari Huzaifa Daud

Best Naat Khawan Muhammad Waleed Murtaza

Naat/Qiraat Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Best Speaker Urdu (Declamation)

Senior Raja Mughees Ahmed

Junior Zunaib Khan

Urdu Declamation Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Best Speaker English (Declamation)

Senior Saad Zaman

Junior Muhammad Uzair Tashfeen Abbasi

English Declamation Trophy

Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Independence Day Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Interior Economy Trophy

Shah Ismail Shaheed House
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Quiz Competition Winners

Senior Hammad Bashir

Junior Iftikhar Ahmed

Quiz Competition Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Sports Trophies

Basketball

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Cricket

Seniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Football

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Hockey

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Squash

Seniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Tennis

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Volleyball

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Sher Khan Shaheed House

Athletics

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Best Athlete

Ahmed Asghar

Best Sportsman

Ahmed Asghar

Dr Waqarullah Memorial Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House 

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Chief of the Army Staff Champion’s Trophy

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
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Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony 2013

Saad Zaman President English Literary Society  
receiving his shidld

Uzair Tashfeen Abbasi - Best Speaker English (Juniors)

Muhammad Ali Javed collecting the shield of Secretary 
English Literary Society

Hammad Bashir receiving the Certificate of Merit

Ali Haider - the College Prefect

Talal Babar - Captain College Hockey Team
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Mir Iftikhar Ahmad - the Best House Master

Muneeb-ur-Rehman receiving Certificate of Merit 

Muhammad Yasin - the Best PT Intructor

Mr Muhammad Riaz Jadoon - the Best Teacher (Urdu)

Anwar-ul-Haq receiving Chairman Board of Governors 
Gold Medal

The College Principal presenting the College Shield to the 
Chief Guest
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Visit of the Deputy Chairman Board of Governors

Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M) Deputy Chairman BoG 
being received by the College Administration

The Deputy Chairman BoG being briefed about the progress 
of Army Burn Hall College

The Deputy Chairman BoG sharing his pracious views

The Deputy Chairman BoG accompanied by the College 
Administration

Valuable pieces of advice shared by the Deputy Chairman 
BoG
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Eventually the visit has endedThe Deputy Chairman BoG addressing the faculty members

The Deputy Chairman BoG visiting the Boarding House The Deputy Chairman BoG visiting the College Mess

The Deputy Chairman BoG departing from the College after 
his visit
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18th All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Contest – 2013

 The importance of public speaking is beyond debate. Like every year, 18th All Pakistan Burn Hall 

Bilingual Declamation Contest was held on November 5th 2013, in the auspicious auditorium. Every member 

of the college faculty poured his share in this mega event. A number of renowned institutions tested their 

powers for the trophy. Some of the notable institutions were Pakistan Military Aacademy, Kakul, Pakistan 

Air Force Academy Risalpur, GC University Lahore, Military College Jhelum and Army Burn Hall College  

for Girls. A dinner was hosted in the honour of the participants a night before the programme. The Head of  

English Department Mr Tashfeen Abbasi briefed the teams about the upcoming event. All the participants 

displayed wonderful skills of oratory. This time, the coveted trophy was clinched by Pakistan Military 

Academy, Kakul.  The Chief Guest Major General Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M), Commandant, PMA, Kakul 

gave away the prizes to the winning contestants. He showed his great satisfaction at the performance of the 

speakers and added that our youth were ready to lead the nation to the horizons of progress and prosperity.

The participants with the Chief Guest Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M)
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The Principal receiving the Deputy 
Chairman BOG Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed 
Butt, HI (M)

An Eloquent Speaker of Fauji Foundation 
College for Girls New Lalazar Rawalpindi

The Speaker presenting her arguments
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The Chief Guest is giving away the 2nd 
prize in English to the Speaker of Govt 
College University Lahore

The Team of Pakistan Military Academy 
Kakul is receiving the All Pakistan Burn 
Hall Bilingual Declamation Trophy

The Principal Brig Mukhtar Muhammad 
is presenting the College Shield to the 
Chief Guest
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East or West homeland is the best. Everybody 
has a special love for his country so do i. the name 
of my country is Pakistan. Allama Iqbal was the 
dreamer of Pakistan, but it was turned into reality 
by Quaid-e-Azam.

In Pakistan we have the world’s largest salt 
mine, second largest coal reserves and fourth 
largest cotton producer. The people living here 
are very hospitable and very kind. They love each 
other.

We have the worlds largest and the bravest 
Army who sacrificed their lives in Siachen Glacier, 
the world’s most difficult battle field. The climate 

1. We judge ourselves by what we are capable of 
doing, while others judge us by what we have 
already done.

2. Prosperity is a great teacher; adversity is a 
great possession that pampers the mind.

3. Self conquest is the greatest of victories.
4. Man is his own worst enemy.
5. It is easy to flatter, it is harder to praise.
6. Hope for the best, but prepare for the worst.

here is very good. We have many beautiful cities. 
We have very fertile soil and the best vegetation. 
My country is very peaceful.

Despite different languages and different 
dresses, we are one nation with our national 
language. Hockey is our national game. Eagle is 
our national bird. Markhor is our national animal. 
My country is an agricultural country. We have 
the bravest active and strong armed forces. They 
protect us from our enemy countries. Army is 
securing the land, Navy is protecting us from sea 
attacks and Air force is fighting in the sky. 

So, I love my country very much. 

7. Sweets with sweets war not; joy delights in joy.
8. Reason and judgment are the qualities of a 

leader.
9. To be conscious that you are ignorant is a great 

step to knowledge.
10. Nothing is sillier than silly laughter.
11. The love of money is the root of all evil.
12. A mother is a mother still, the holiest thing 

alive.

Why I love my country

Sardar Dilawar 
6th Green

Quotable Quotations

Mahad Khan
10th D
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At the age of 50 years, 4 months and 19 days, 
the Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH) went on 
Miraj. It was the Sunday, 27th of Rajab. The Prophet 
(PBUH) was sleeping at Umme Hani’s house. The 
angels Hazrat Jibrael and Hazrat Meekail (AS) came 
to take the Holy Prophet (PBUH) on Miraj. Prophet 
(PBUH) went on Mirah sitting on an animal called 
Jadood also named as Buraaq. Initially, the Prophet 
(PBUH), was taken to Maqaam E Ibrahimi 
and then to Masjid e Aqsa. Hazrat Muhammad 
(PBUH) led the prophets of all times in prayer. 
The Prophet (PBUH) met Hazrat Adam (AS) at 
the first sky. Then Holy Prophet (PBUH) was taken 
upward to paradise and was shown different places 
over there. After his meeting with Allah, Prophet 
was presented the gift of Namaz. Offering fifty 
prayers were made compulsory for the Muslims. 
On his return, Prophet (PBUH) told about the 
compulsion of offering 50 prayers as a gift. Hazrat 
Musa (AS) replied “ I Know these people very well 
as I have been with them, they will be unable to do 
so”. Hazrat Musa (AS) requested the Holy Prophet 
(PBUH) to go back and request Allah and request 

Allah to reconsider it as the Ummah is not capable 
of offering 50 prayers a day. The Prophet (PBUH) 
went back and Allah Almighty decreased it to 45. 
Prophet came back and told Hazrat Musa. Hazrat 
Musa (AS) told the Prophet that Ummah still would 
not be able to do so. Therefore Prophet (PBUH) 
had to go back for the second time. Again 5 prayers 
were reduced but still Hazrat Musa (AS) was not 
satisfied. So, Prophet (PBUH) nine times and every 
time 5 prayers were decreased. When Hazrat Musa 
(AS) requested Holy Prophet (PBUH) to go back 
for the tenth time tears came in Prophet’s eyes and 
he replied “Is the Iman (faith) of my Ummah so 
weak that they will not even offer five prayers a 
day”

Today if we have a look at our surroundings, we 
see a lot of people not even able to offer five prayers 
a day. We are willing to watch movies, spend time 
in playing games, watch TV, listening to music etc, 
but we are unable to spare 10-15 minutes for our 
prayers.

Miraj and the Gift Of Allah

Muhammad Ammar Masood 
XII B

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you’ll be a better person. It’s how you handle adversity, 
not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton
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Plants play the most important role in the 
cycle of nature. Without plants, there could be 
no life on earth. Also, animals are incapable of 
making their own food, depending directly or 
indirectly on plants for their supply of food. The 
oxygen, we breathe, comes from plants. Through 
photosynthesis, plants take energy from the sun, 
carbon dioxide from the air and water and minerals 
from the soil. They then give off water and oxygen 
which is useful for existence. Plants also provide 
habitats for animals. Plants provide shelter and 
safety for the animals. Plants provide shade, help 
moderate the temperature. They are also important 
sources of useful products that people use such as 
food, fibers and medicines. Plants beautify our 
environment. The element of beauty makes them 
an important element of human world. Plants 

are used in decorations. People decorate their 
houses with flowers and also lawns of their house 
s by growing and planting different plants. They 
absorb carbon dioxide from our atmosphere, thus 
cleaning environment. Everything that is alive on 
this planet is dependant directly or indirectly on 
plants. Since without them life on earth would 
not exist. Plants are the actual resources of life 
on the earth. Our planet earth is called a green 
planet only due to presence of plants. Even the 
presence of plants around the area of human life 
relieves stress. We see many people growing small 
plants in their houses to get fresh air. Plants help 
in minimizing air pollution. Plants have a cooling 
effect on the atmosphere. Hence, without plants we 
can’t imagine a life on earth. And in their absence 
all life would die.

Earth without Plants

Taha Waseem

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you’ll be a better person. It’s how you handle adversity, 
not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton
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Studies serve for delight, for ornament and for 
ability. Their chief use for delight, is in privateness 
and retiring; for ornament, is in discourse; and 
for ability, is in the judgments, and disposition 
of business. For expert men can execute, and 
perhaps judge of particulars, one by one; but 
general counsels, and the plots and marshalling 
of affairs, come best, from those that are learned. 
To spend too much time in studies is sloth; to use 
them so much for ornament, is affection; to make 
judgments wholly by their rules, is the humor of 
scholars. They perfect nature, and are perfected 
by experience; for natural abilities are like natural 
plants, that need pruning, by study and studies; 
themselves, do give forth directions too much at 
large, except they be bounded in by experience. 
Crafty men contemn studies, simple men admire 
them, and wise men use them; for they teach not 
their own use; but that is a wisdom without them, 
and above, won by observations.

         Read not to contradict and confute; not 
to believe and take for granted; nor to find talk 
and discourse; but to weigh and consider. Some 

books are to be tested, others to be swallowed, 
and some few to be chewed and digested ; that is, 
some books are to read only in the parts , others to 
be read, but not curiously; some other to be read 
wholly, and with diligence and attention. Some 
books also may be read by deputy, and extracts 
made of them by others; but that would be only 
in the less important arguments, and the meaner 
sort of books, else distilled books are like common 
distilled waters, flashy things. Reading maketh a full 
man; conference a ready man; and writing an exact 
man. And therefore, if a man writes a little, he had 
need of a great memory; if he confers little, he had 
need have much cunning, to seem to know, that he 
doth not. History makes men wise; poetry witty; 
the mathematics subtitle; natural philosophy deep, 
moral grave; logic and rhetoric able to contend.

There is a phrase comes from “Ovid’s 
Heriocles-Book15”

“Abeunt studia in more”

“Studies pass into and influence manners”

Of Studies

Ameer Hamza
XII B

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
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not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton
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Wildlife is one of the most attractive things 
in the world. It gives us chance to see different 
creatures of God. It has its own importance and 
significance for a country. Due to it tourism 
increases in that country, its credibility boosts at 
international level. 

It is present in different countries like Africa, 
which is one of the biggest sources of wildlife. Its 
savannas are popular, and it attracts large number 
of people. Due to its wildlife, Africa is one of the 
most attractive places in the world.

When it comes to Pakistan, first of all, Pakistan 
does not have much wildlife, and the remaining 
wildlife is declining day by day. Our national 
animal is also in danger, because of hunters. It is 
present in Gilgit, Baluchistan and other parts of 
Kashmir. 

Markhore are raised for meat, hair, milk, and 
skins. Their hair is generally coarse and harsh 

but is very suitable for carpets. Their are various 
reasons behind the decline of wildlife in Pakistan. 
Government of Pakistan has been neglecting this 
sector and even providing licenses to hunters for 
hunting the species.

However, in 2015 government of Pakistan 
made efforts to improve wildlife. It has imported 
white lions from Africa and trying to expand its 
species which are present to improve and expand 
wildlife.

Pakistan; Government has made new sectors 
for the improvement; it has made new sectors 
in Baluchistan (Khuzdar), Sindh (Karachi), and 
Punjab (Bahawalpur).

One of the most famous projects was the 
Himalayan jungle project (HJP), which was worked 
in 1991 with local communities in Palas valley 
situated in two districts Kohistan and Battagram of 
KPK. Pakistan is improving the wild life.

Pakistan’s Wild Life

M. Hunanin
10th F
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How many times have you thought to yourself 
I wish I had more money? Your mind wanders 
thinking of all the world’s delights you could treat 
your self to cars, exotic holidays both spring into 
your head. Perhaps you don’t want millions of 
pounds. But just a few thousands to pay off the 
debts, which many of us seem to have run up in 
this consumer- saturated society. People imagine 
they will be happier like the rich and famous. Are 
they really happier?

 Do you need money to be successful? How 
do you know when strike a deal worth millions 
which offers you financial security or is when 
you are content with yourself? When you win 
the lottery, have you succeeded or have you just 
been lucky? Every body wants that little bit more 
money. But money isn’t always the answer. Money 
can make you too materialistic to appreciate your 
family. Many families are too busy with their latest 

purchases of computer games and cars. They may 
have succeeded from a materialistic view point, 
but what about spending time with their families? 
Greed always plays a part in money and success. 
When people have money, they often change and 
see themselves as superior or of a higher social 
class, just because they have money in their 
pockets. On the surface they seem content with 
life, but the reality may be different. Many studies 
have shown that people with wealth are not always 
happy. Famous people who have made millions, 
frequently suffer from depression and loneliness 
and ruin their health with drugs. There are some 
things that money cannot buy; family, friends cure 
for a fatal illness and love. As long as you have 
enough money for goods, food and shelter, you 
could be the happier person in the world. Family 
and friend give love, help, encouragement and 
simile that is beyond point. 

Money

Muzzamil Khalid
PJC

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you’ll be a better person. It’s how you handle adversity, 
not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton
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A mother and baby camel were lazing around, 
and suddenly the baby camel asked…

Baby: Mother, mother may I ask you some 
questions?

Mother: Sure! Why son, is there something 
bothering you?

Baby: Why do camels have humps?

Mother: Well son, we are desert animals, we 
need the humps to store water and we are known 
to survive without water.

Baby: Okay, then why our legs long and our 
feet rounded??

Mother: So obviously they are meant for 
walking in the desert, you know with these legs 
I can move around the desert better than anyone 
else! Said the mother proudly.

Baby: Okay then why are our eyelashes long? 
Sometimes it bothers my sight.

Mother: My son those long eyebrows are your 
protective cover. They help to protect your eyes 
from the desert sand and wind. Said mother camel 
with eyes rimming with pride…

Baby: I see. So the hump is to store water 
when we are in the desert, the legs are for walking 
through the desert and these eyelashes protect my 
eyes from the desert…

Then what the hell are we doing here in the 
ZOO!!!!!???

Moral of the story: Skills, knowledge’s, abilities 
and experiences are only useful if you are at the 
right place.

Where Are You Now?

Muhammad Hammad Bashir
XII A
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“Books are more than books, they are the life. 
They are heart and core of ages past, the reason 
why men lived, worked and died, the essence and 
quintessence of their lives”.     (Any Lowell)

Books are the great source of acquiring 
knowledge. They have been called a Man’s best 
friends. Their wealth of knowledge is open to 
anyone who reads them.

Books are a source of increasing the power of 
the intellect. Ruskin called books “Kings’ Treasures” 
not the treasure of gold, silver or pearls, but the 
immortal treasure of knowledge and wisdom. 
Similarly, Southey discovered his best company in 
books:

“My days among the dead are passed, around 
me I behold, where the casual eyes are are cast,

The mighty minds of old: 

My never failing friends are they, with whom I 
converse day by day”.

Books are our forever friends and guides. They 
lead those who are strayed and cheer up those who 
are melancholic. In other words books are a source 
of eternal joy and pleasure.

“All good books alike in that they are truer than 
if they had really happen and after you are finished 
reading one. You will feel that all that happened 
(in the book) and afterwards, it all belongs to you; 
the good and the bad, the ecstasy, the remorse and 
sorrow, the people and the places and how the 
weather was”. (Ernest Hemingway)

The selection of books is a very serious 
problem. A good book leaves its print on the mind 
of its reader, whereas a bad book kills the moral 
characters of its reader. The best and the most 
suitable book for the students are biographies, 
histories, religious books and the books about 
science and technology. Novels, like Harry Potter 
also play a vital role in improving vocabulary, and 
learning the proper sentence structure. Ever since 
the appearance of the novel in the 18th century 
there has been the desire of reading them. The 
first and most obvious use of novel – reading is 
amusement or recreation. Novel reading relaxes a 
tired brain and an exhausted body. The world in the 
novels is more beautiful than the reality, and this 
beauty soothes one’s mind and by. Body visualizing 
every scene of the novel, we can become part of the 
imaginative world created in novels. 

Thus books provide us escape from the cares 
of life Thomas kempis has rightly said about this:

“Everywhere I have sought rest and not found 
it and except sitting in a corner by myself with a 
little book”.

They give new view to life and teach us how 
to live. They soothe the grieved, the stubborn they 
chastise.  

Fools they admonish and confirm the wise; 
their aid they yield to all, they never shun. The man 
of sorrow, nor the wretch undone.     

“A good book is precious life blood of a master 
spirit”. (John Milton)

The Fantasy of Reading Books

M. Sohail Khan
2nd Year B
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Everyone is aware of the fact, that youth of 
today is the leader of tomorrow. This future leader 
passes through the most crucial stage of his/
her grooming under the guidance of teachers. A 
young child is like clay in the teacher’s hand. The 
duty of the teacher is not only to communicate 
the facts given in the books, but also to impart 
the knowledge of moral values, which would help 
and guide the child throughout his/her life. These 
values create confidence, a spirit of giving, sharing 
and of sacrificing personal interests for a good 
cause. A teacher motivates, inspires and guides the 
students and makes them worthy members of the 
society. This goes a long way in nation – building. 

A teacher has to play cardinal role in forming 
the coming generations of a country. The role of 
a teacher can be compared to that of a Prophet. 
Every Prophet was essentially a teacher. This 
profession is so important and sacred that the 
Holy Prophet (SAW) proudly declared it to be a 
prominent part of his Prophet hood. If a teacher 
realizes the significance of his job, the tremendous 
responsibility he is shouldering, the share he 
has in future development of the nation, and 
consequently the accountability he will have to 
face in the hereafter, he will at once shudder with 
the idea of grave consequences of any dereliction 
on his part. No personality can have an influence 
more profound than that of a teacher. The students 

are deeply affected by the teacher’s affection, 
his character, his competence and his moral 
commitment. A popular teacher may become a 
model for his students. The students try to follow 
their teachers in their manners, etiquettes, style 
of conversation and get up. Their teacher is their 
ideal. He can lead them anywhere.

In Muslim history, teachers have not only 
distinguished themselves by their profundity in 
knowledge, but also because of their character, 
piety and abstinence from immoral acts. In civilized 
societies, the teachers are held in high esteem as 
they produce the cream of a nation which chalk 
out the destiny of a country. 

Thus the basic philosophy of a teacher should 
be to touch the lives of those whom he encounters 
in some positive way.  When taking on the role of 
a leader, a teacher’s impact becomes far greater 
and more significant. Therefore, this role must 
always be accepted with an understanding and a 
consciousness. The children must be inspired to 
do their best, instilling a strong sense of values, a 
desire to learn new things and the ability to meet 
the new challenges must always be encouraged. I 
conclude with the words of Henry B. Adams:

“A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell 
where his influence stops”. 

Teacher as a leader

Syed Khizar Ali Shah
2nd Year B
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Unprecedented successes in NWA are 
reflective of the professional acumen of Pakistan 
Military. Whole Pakistani nation stands with 
our valiant armed forces and are proud of the 
lionhearted officers and men in uniform who are 
fighting audaciously and courageously to eliminate 
the terrorists. Effects of the (Alhamdulillah) 
successfully on going operation are quite visible 
as terrorists are on the run. Many of them have 
surrendered, some are ready to discontinue 
activities against the state, and some are trying to 
take refugee in cowardly acts like attacking women 
and children.

Pakistan is fighting a war against the menace 
of terrorism for over a decade now. Our society has 
suffered hugely due to the worst security situation 
in addition to the loss of image at international 
arena.

North Waziristan Agency is among the seven 
Agencies of Federally administered tribal Areas” 
(Fata), established 1892, with its headquarter in 
Miran Shah. Unfortunately, over time, NWA had 
become the hub of terrorists to restore to peace and 

policy of reconciliation by the government; but 
failed every time.

Eventually, as a last resort and on direction 
of government, Chief of Army staff Raheel Sharif 
set full-fledged operation against the militants. 
Operation Zarb- e – Azab was launched to target 
all terrorists outlets without any discrimination, 
local and foreign, hiding in the sanctuaries in 
NWA. On June 15, 2014 operation Zarb – e – 
Azab commenced with full force, enthusiasm and 
determination to uproot the terrorism. Operation 
Zarb - e - Azab was planned to be concluded in 
four stages. Strangulation, clearance, rebuilding 
and handle over control to civil administration. 
First phase has been completed successfully and 
second phase is underway. 

Army backed by the nation, is all set to 
eliminate every terrorist on this soil. While the 
operation Zarb - e - Azab continues on ground, we 
all should realize that it is not merely an operation. 
It is rather a commitment to cleanse Pakistan of 
the scourge of terrorism once and for all. As the 
armed forces are engaged in defeating terrorists, 
we the citizens of Pakistan, share a responsibility to 
transform the mindset that stems terrorism. 

The Battle for Pakistan

Mahad Ajaz
2nd Year D
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On the 6th of September, in 1965, our country, 
which was but 18 years old found itself face to face 
with an extremely challenging situation when war 
broke out with India. For the people of the country 
it was a huge shock. They weren’t exactly expecting 
this, at least not by 6th September. Whether it really 
was the surprise attack as we have heard and read 
or not is another issue and we aren’t discussing 
that strategic history now, this is to refresh the 
memories of those 17 days, the days when countless 
young men in uniform wrote blood warning, pulse 
racing tales of valour and mad bravery, the days 
when perhaps for the first and so far the last time 
the nation was actually ONE! All this showed the 
enemy that the nation may be poor on resources but 
is fully able and mature to defend its boundaries. 
Thanks to the brave breed of Pakistani warriors.

The war took place in the light of tension and 
occasional battles in the Runn of Kuchh desert in 
Sindh area, which was apparently wrapped up by 
early 1965, but right after that tensions erupted in 
the ever contentious, ever turbulent Kashmir areas. 
Both countries were in dialogue over the tense 
situation and both forces were ready for all out war.

In spite of fierce battles in various areas 
throughout the border particularly in Kashmir, 
ruled out all out war, but all out war nevertheless 
broke out.

Indian army had to face very strong resistance 
in the Lahore area during the first few hours and 

today it seems if they had managed to cross over that 
day, the outcome of the war may have been much 
different. So huge credit goes to the regiments, 
units and above all men who were deployed in the 
Lahore area of Wahgah, Burki etc

Those were the men, who saved our land and 
I wish I could pay tribute to all, each and every 
Shaheed and ghazi but it is impossible. A few faces 
from the 1965 war, whom we salute to symbolize 
our love for those men in uniform are:

Major Raja Aziz Bhatti Shaheed  
(Nishan-i-Haider)

Born 1928 in Hong Kong, Commissioned 
into Punjab Regiment, 1950. On 6th Sep 1965 as 
company commander in the Burki area of Lahore 
sector, Major Bhatti chose to move forward with 
his platton under incessant artillery and tank 
attacks for five days and nights in the defense of 
the strategic BRB canal. Throughout, undaunted 
by constant fire from enemy, shell arms, tanks and 
artillery, he organized the defense of the canal, 
directing his men to answer the fire until he was hit 
by an enemy tank shell which killed him on 10th 
September 1965. He was 37 years old.

Squardron Leader Sarfraz Rafiqui 
Shaheed (Sitara-e-Jurat)

On 6th September 1965, Squardron Leader 
Sarfraz Rafiqui led a formation of 3 F-86 aircraft 

Martyrs of 1965 War

Shazif Ali
2nd Year B
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on a strike against Halwara airfield. The formation 
was intercepted by about 10 Hinter aircrafts out of 
which Sarfraz took out one in a few seconds. But 
then his guns jammed and stopped firing nut until 
he refused to leave the battle area which he would 
have been perfectly justified to do and provided as 
much protection to his formation as possible with 
an unarmed aircraft. His aircraft was shot down 
and he was killed but he also managed to take 
down 3 more hunter aircrafts by his formation.

Flt Lt Yunus Hussain Shaheed  
(Sitara-e-Jurat) 

 Flight lieutenant Yunus Hussain fought in 
air battles aggressively, fearlessly and with great 

professional skill. During one such engagement, 
he fought singly against 6 enemy aircrafts, and 
shot down 2 Hunters. Though his own aircraft was 
damaged in this encounter, he managed to bring 
it back to base safely. On 6th September, while 
attacking Halwara airfield, his small formation 
was intercepted by a large number of enemy, and 
although his aircraft as hit, he refused to break 
off the engagement, in complete disregard of 
personal safety, and was reported missing from 
the mission. He becomes the symbol of courage 
and professional ability for other pilots. For his 
gallantry, valour, professional skill and devotion to 
duty, he is rewarded Sitara-i-Jurat.

To realize the value of a sister, Ask someone 
who doesn’t have one.

To realize the value of 10 years: Ask a newly 
divorced couple.

To realize the value of 4 years, Ask a graduate

To realize the value of one year, Ask a student 
who has failed in the final exam.

To realize the value of 9 months, Ask a mother 
who has given birth to premature baby.

To realize the value of one week, Ask the editor 
of weekly newspaper

To realize the value of one hour, Ask the lovers 
who are waiting to meet.

To realize the value of one minute, Ask a 
person who has missed the train, bus or plane.

To realize the value of one second, Ask a 
person who has survived an accident.

To realize the value of millisecond, ask the 
person who has won a silver medal in Olympics. 

To realize the value of a friend, lose one.

Time waits for no one. Treasure every moment 
you have. You will treasure it even more when you 
can share it with someone special.

Time Waits For No One

Muhammad Hammad Bashir
XII A
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This was a very pleasant morning. Everyone 
was at routine work. Students were in school, 
shopkeepers were opening their shops, offices were 
just to re-open, mothers after sending their kids to 
schools had started to clean their kitchens. Some 
of them even started preparation of lunch. All of 
a sudden, the earth starting jolting and everyone 
was witnessing a horrible scene of their life. It was 
a devastating earthquake. Everything lying on the 
earth started moving and crawling. Shelves full of 
books started falling down, crockery and windows 
nicely placed in the cupboard and racks, one after 
another, started moving and turning into pieces. 
Their noise had further created panic among all, 
especially the housewives and peoples who were 
left in home.

 Everyone who was standing in the room, 
or on the road tried his/ her best to move to safer 
place, but they felt that earth is shaking and they 
were losing grip of their foot, their legs were unable 
to move, and the speed of jolts were increasing 
with fast note. People thought that dooms day has 
come and then there were noises of crying coming 
from everywhere. Students stated to rush from 
classrooms to the grounds, leaving their books 
open, pushing each other and jumping on their 
fellows.

 Their parents from homes and office stared 
running to schools to enquire about the safety 
of their loved ones. Failing to find any means of 
conveyance on roads, they began running like a 

marathon to reach the schools, and the long journey 
they covered in minutes. Every body was trying to 
find their kids. While kids, after witnessing the 
worst incident of their life, were frightened and 
senseless. Teachers were trying to console them 
and helping the parents to find their kiths and kin’s.

 Few minutes later, I saw whistle blowing 
ambulance, carried the injured and dead peoples 
to Ayub Medical Complex and then there was 
no other vehicle on road but ambulances which 
started pouring from Mansehra, Balakot and other 
parts of Hazara division, as Ayub Medical complex 
is the largest hospital of the territory. 

 We, the friends and volunteers with family 
members, after the announcements made in the 
Mosques for the help of earthquake affected people, 
started collecting household goods. One thing 
I will never forget is that in a matter of minutes, 
we were able to collect blankets, crockery, bottles, 
packs of juices and food items which we handed 
over to the NGO’s working in the city.

 This was 2nd or 3rd day, when the main 
Abbottabad – Mansehra road was chocked with 
vehicles loaded with the relief goods. Everyone was 
desperate to reach Balakot, the most affected area. 
I saw ladies in cars loaded with bread and juices 
trying to move faster to deliver food to the affected 
people. In Mansehra, trucks loaded with tents, 
medicine, and other necessary items, were moving 
like turtles and touching bumper. I saw students 

Earthquake of October 2005

Mudassar Javed
1st Year
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of Karachi University. Female doctors taking all 
luggages on their shoulders. Some people told 
that they had no clothes to wear but had brought 
medicine from Karachi. This was just amazing to see 
the entire country converted to Abbottabad for help. 

 Aid from all over the world started to 
arrive, and then a day came when I could see 
latest helicopters from US, UK, Germany, Russia 
Cuba and countless others. Sky was full of fleet 
of helicopters. They were hovering around like 
pigeons, working round the clock, relocating the 
injured dead bodies and providing food and other 
relief goods. 

 I could also see teams of doctors came from 
the other parts of the country and even from all 
over the world; Cuban, Korean, Chineses, Turkish 
and many more. They all showed a commitment 
that I have no words to appraise and appreciate.

 My father told me that they had seen the 
nation united like this only once before, and that 
was during the war against India in 1965. This was 
the second time that entire nation was standing like 
a well knitted thread. Working together, regardless 
of cast, color, region and religion, on a single point 
agenda and that was how to help their countrymen.

 I can without any doubt say that despite all 
the loss brought by that earthquake, there was also 
a blessing in disguise, and it was the unity which 
has brought the entire country to one platform.

And now, it is the time to show that kind of 
unity once again. We as a nation must stand with 
Pak army to support the fight against terrorism. 
We can do this by providing moral support to Pak 
Army on every platform, as well as educating the 
people. No doubt, our country is going to be a 
heaven on the earth, once again In Sha Allah!

Food is necessary for our body. Similarly, we 
also need food for our mind. The best food for the 
mind is reading books. Reading gives us joy and we 
forget the cares and worries of life. When we are 
alone, books are our best friends. They entertain us 
in our spare moments. Books on poetry and short 
stories give great enjoyment.

If we are in cheerful mood, our joy is increased 
with reading books. When we are in a depressed 

mood, books console and soothe our troubled 
mind. Books provide us with the best advice and 
guidance in our difficulties.

Reading books gives us information about 
the world around us. This gives us great pleasure. 
Indeed books are our best friends as they help us 
in our need.

Pakistan’s Wild Life

M. Hunanin
10th F
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Falling: This dream usually highlights the 
loss of emotional control in the real life of the 
dreamer. Finally can represent insecurity, a lack 
of confidence or a fear of failure. There is also a 
literal interpretation, the dreamer may have sub-
consciously noticed something unsafe in the house 
such as a loose stain rail or a window that is not 
locked. Thus such dreams may serve as a warning 
as well.

Being chased: This metaphor for insecurity, 
which may be closing on the dreamer. This dream 
can also indicate feelings of guilt, and the dreamer 
might be afraid of being caught for something 
done in the past.  

Car Crash: Night mares of this type reveal 
deep anxiety. A car crash can often symbolize the 
threat of an emotional crash.

Buildings: the upstairs of the building represent 
the dreamer’s conscious mind and the hidden self. 
Decayed or crumbling buildings indicate that the 
dreamer’s self- image has suffered. Also, different 
parts of a house may symbolize different times. 

Modern rooms may represent the conscious mind 
and the old fashioned, the unconscious mind. A 
building can also represent the dreamer’s physical 
health, with decayed building being a warning of 
the onset of illness.

Being partially dressed in Public: One of 
the known anxiety dreams, it symbolizes that the 
dreamer is not properly dressed for what lies ahead.

Finding treasure: Digging up buried treasure 
symbolizes rediscovering a part of self that the 
dreamer has ignored or that has been submerged 
along the way, such dreamers may symbolize other 
things too, such as power, independence or security, 
or they may highlight the need for examining life, 
once again to find the opportunities hidden just 
below the surface.

Flying: Such dreams are usually accompanied 
by the feelings of intense exhibition. Flying usually 
feels completely natural, as if the dreamer has 
always known how to do it. Sometimes flying is 
used to escape from situation in a dream. Thus, 
flying might symbolize liberation from problems.  

Seven most common dreams 
And what they mean

M. Waqar Azim 
2nd Year B
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After the war of independence in 1857, 
Muslims were extremely hatred by the British 
rulers. Britishers hated us because during war of 
independence, Hindus deceived us and joined the 
Britishers. They crushed the Muslims for many 
years, but after a very long time, Muslims were 
awarded with the blessings of Allah almighty in 
the form of Allama Muhammad Iqbal and Quaid-
e-Azam.

The 1930, a great poet, Allama Iqbal addressed 
the Muslims in Allahabad and gave the idea of 
separate homeland for the Muslims. After his 
address, the campaign of freedom started to reach 
at its peak. The Muslims of subcontinent who were 
illiterate and tangled in the chain of slavery, broke 
the chain of slavery and rose their voice for their 
freedom.

Muslims started fighting for their freedom 
under the leadership of Quaid-e-Azam. So whole 
of the nation fought under the leadership of 
Quaid-e-Azam and gave many sacrifices and lost 
almost everything and after that they succeeded for 
their dreams in 1947 and rose in the world with the 
identity of Pakistanis and thus is called Pakistani 
nation. 

Pakistani nation after the independence:- 
when Pakistan got the freedom from the British 
rule and cruelty of Hindus, Pakistan had challenges 
and difficulties but the people were full of passion 
that they could do everything for the great country. 
At that time, Quaid-e-Azam gave many advices to 

the nation and people were dying to follow that 
advice. Some of the advices are given below:-

1) Ones Quaid-e-Azam address to students 
and said

“My young friends, I look forward to you as the 
real makers of Pakistan, do not be exploited and do 
not be misled. Create amongst yourself complete 
unity and solidarity. Set an example of what youth 
can do. Your main occupation should be in fairness 
to yourself, to your parents, in fairness to the state, 
to devote your attention to your studies. If you 
fritter away your energies now, you will always 
regret”

2) Another place Quaid-e-Azam advised his 
people to “serve Pakistan with honest and selfless 
devotion he also advised them to get education 
and build character. Pakistan can only prosper and 
grow stronger if we act upon these thing”.

At that time everything (by the public side) 
was in a proper way. Everyone wanted to serve the 
country with full zeal and zest. But with the passage 
of time Pakistanis lower their passion and zeal but 
not at the level of disgrace.

 In 1960 “PIA” was the best airline of the 
world. Pakistan had created their own setup. In 
1965 Indo-Pak war broke out.  That was the war 
when people forgot all their differences and got 
unite together like one Pakistan and took a victory 
over India that will be remembered over the 
decades InshAllah! As we know that the base of 

“We Pakistanis as a nation” Formation of 
Pakistani Nation
Ehsanuallah Awan 
2nd Year B
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Pakistan is Islam, so that is why Pakistan not only 
tries to maintain itself, but always rises his voice 
against the cruelty on the Muslims of the world. 
There are many events about the love of Pakistanis 
for the other Muslims of the World, which are 
witnessed by the world.

 In 1967, just after 2 years of Indo- Pak war, 
Israel attack on the Arab countries. First Israel did 
air strikes on the Egypt and in result Egyptian air 
force was almost destroyed. At that time Israel also 
attacked on other Arab countries e.g. Syria, Jordon. 
At that time Israel was easily winning the war but 
then some “PAF” pilots went there and used the 
Arabian jet fighters and destroyed twelve (12) jet 
fighters of Israels and in return there was no harm 
to the “PAF” pilots. However Israel won the war, 
but Pakistan saved Arab countries from a big loss 
with the help of Allah mighty.

Apart from the military, Pakistan was also 
growing in many other fields. In the field of science 
Pakistan also contributed. In 1979 a Pakistani 
scientist “Dr Abdus Salam” won a noble prize for 
the Pakistan in the Field of Physics. At that time, 
Pakistan was progressing so rapidly that many 
countries said that one day Pakistan will be a super 
power.

Pakistani Nation nowadays:- Well! I am feeling 
really bad to say that now days we “Pakistani 
nation” is almost ruined. There is “Pakistani thing” 
left in us. We ruined every thing of us. We forgot 

our culture and adopted the shameful culture of 
western countries. We “Pakistanis” now take part 
in every evil. We are now corrupt. We are now over 
populated. We are now not only Muslims but are 
divided into Shia, Sunni and many other sects. Now 
we are coping the western world but forget our own 
identity. We are dishonest people. We are deceivers. 
We are liars. We lost the shame in our eyes. Now we 
are dependent not independent. We are relying on 
help from other countries. We are not relying on 
Allah almighty and our resources that Allah gives 
us. We are just destroying our resources. In short 
we are totally drowned into the dark of downfall. 
Our main and the biggest mistake is that we don’t 
identify our own mistakes but always criticize and 
blame the government for everything. I think our 
government is not from America or India or some 
other country, it is among us. Today’s government 
is the reflection of our own character. If we say 
that our government is selfish then I think we are 
forgetting that we are dying to purchase the latest 
iphone but we are forgetting that someone is dying 
due to hunger in our neighbours. I know that I 
criticized our self a lot but this is our reality and 
reality can’t be changed unless we face the reality. 
I would like to end my essay with a hope that 
InshAllah Allah mighty will give strength to us to 
bring positive changes in ourselves so that we can 
change the entire conditions of Pakistan.

“PAKISTAN ZINDABAD”
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INTRODUCTION:

 Physics - the study of matter, energy and 
their interactions – is an international enterprise, 
which plays a key role in the future progress of 
humankind. The support of physics education 
and research in all countries is important because: 
physics is and exciting intellectual adventure that 
inspires young people and expands the frontiers of 
our knowledge about nature.

Physics is the most basic of the physical 
sciences. From chemistry and geology through 
to biology and cosmology, we understand science 
in terms of the concepts developed in physics. 
Not only this, but many of the tools on which the 
advances of science and technology depend are 
direct product of physics.

The interests and concerns of physicists have 
always formed the basis of future technology. In 
medicine we use X-rays, radioisotope and nuclear 
magnetic resonance imaging. In addition, laser, 
electron microscopes, synchrotron radiation, 
and electronics all depend on advances made 
in physics. Where would our modern western 
economies be without computers?—we could not 
build the electronics that modern computers rely 
on without a knowledge of quantum mechanics. 
Our modern world is much more connected than 
in previous historical times. These days we travel 
far, communicate easily and quickly, and conduct 
business around the world effortlessly. In fact 
almost no place on earth has been excluded from 
the modern interconnected world.

We are not only connected with physics 
through modern technology we are connected at 
a much more basic level through mother nature. 
The tsunami in Sumatra Indonesia is a prime 
example. Not only was it catastrophic for the local 
area the laws of physics saw this tsunami travel 
across the Indian Ocean killing over 300,000 in 
Southeast Asia, and traveling through more than 
30 other countries resulting in more than 500 
deaths. This was the law of physics in action. But 
as much proof as there is that physics has played 
an important role in the connectivity of all parts of 
the planet the world is still a much divided place. 
In developed countries you see an almost 100% 
literacy rate and a $30,000 mean capital income, 
and a life expectancy of 80. While in developing 
nations you see a literacy rate lower than 50% and a 
mean capital income that’s around $2000, and a life 
expectancy of 40. There is much more for physics, 
the scientific world, and governments to do to 
create equality with that interactivity.

Ban ki moon the UN Secretary General has 
been quick to point out the ongoing tragedies 
throughout the developing world that are directly 
tied to disease, poverty, and the degradation of the 
environment. He is also quick to point out that 
the lack of access to physics and other sciences as 
well as technology has attributed to many of these 
problems.

Sadly the scientific community spends most 
of it’s time working on solutions for the developed 
world yet most of the population on earth can be 
found in nations that are developing.

The Importance of Physics to Man and 
the Society
Ehsanuallah Awan 
2nd Year B



Physics has the capability of playing a major 
role in finding solutions to many of the problems 
facing the human race. Of course it does not have 
all the answers but the science is developed enough 
to have created nuclear weapons which remain a 
global threat, then surely it can be used for the 
betterment of all people around the globe.

Of course politics, socio-economic factors, 
and acceptance by the people all play a role in the 
development of a nation. But physics, engineering, 
and other technological and scientific feats can 
transform a developing nation to a developed 
nation. Just look at what the role of physics has 
accomplished in just the past 200 years. Physics 
can play an important role in developing strategies 
to combat climate change, in the development 
of cleaner energies, and in the development of 
technological advancements. Then why is it that 
developing nations spend such a small portion of 
the GDP on research and development in these 
areas? Is it because the benefits of science and 
physics specifically are not fully recognized in 
industrialized and developing nations? Is it that 
they really do not want to face the idea that our 
world is in desperate need of change to ensure we 
do not destroy ourselves? Physics and technology 
must work together to resolve the need for new 
technologies that will decrease the damage to our 
planet, for strategies to ensure that the people of  
developing countries have the tools to progress, the 
need for solutions to deadly diseases that remain a 
threat, and the need for solutions to the increasing 
demands we place on our resources before they are 
depleted. The role of physics in our modern world 
is more important than in any other time in history.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICS TO 
SOCIETY

Physics generates fundamental knowledge 
needed for the future technological advances that 
will continue to drive the economic engines of the 
world.

Physics contributes to the technological 
infrastructure and provides trained personnel 
needed to take advantage of scientific advances 
and discoveries. Physics is an important element in 
the education of chemists, engineers and computer 
scientists, as well as practitioners of the other 
physical and biomedical sciences.

Physics extends and enhances our 
understanding of other disciplines, such as the 
earth, agricultural, chemical, biological, and 
environmental sciences, plus astrophysics and 
cosmology - subjects of substantial importance 
to all peoples of the world. Physics improves our 
quality of life by providing the basic understanding 
necessary for developing new instrumentation 
and techniques for medical applications, such 
as computer tomography, magnetic resonance 
imaging, positron emission tomography, ultrasonic 
imaging, and laser surgery.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICS TO 
MAN

Physics is important to man’s life because it is 
used in Cooking food, Cleaning clothes, Watching 
TV, Heating your hose, Playing sports Everything 
else in your life:

• Physics plays an important role in health
• Economic development
• Education
• Energy and
• The environment.

Physics has had an increasingly important 
impact on the average person’s daily life. For 
example, Physicists played an essential role in the 
development of:

The Transistor-: The basis of all modern 
electronics, including radio, television, computers, 
and telecommunications. The Laser And 
Laser Diodes: Now used widely in CD players, 



grocerybar code scanners medical treatment, and 
telecommunications.

The Digital Computer--much of the early 
development (and some of the most recent) have 
been motivated by basic research. Fiber Optics: 
Now finding widespread application in high-
speed data and voice transmission networks. The 
Global Positioning System: Uses satellites and 
precise timing to allow positions to be allocated 
to within a few feet anywhere on the surface of 
the earth. The Hologram: Uses on credit card, 
driver’s licenses, and other documents to prevent 
fraud. The World Wide Web (W.W.W)--originally 
designed by physicist for one to be able to access 
the world. Medical Imaging Techniques: Such 
as the sonogram, the CAT scan, and Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRIs). Medical Treatment 
Techniques: Using radiation and charged particle 
accelerators.

New Micro-Sensors: For “smart machines” and 
“smart buildings,” faster and smaller computers, 
computer disks that can store information in a 
smaller space, improved chemical processing to 
help the environment and reduce energy use, faster 
and cheaper telecommunications.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE VARIOUS 
IMPORTANCES OF PHYSICS TO MAN 
AND THE SOCIETY

Physics Improves Health;

In medical technology, positron emission 
tomography (PET) Lets neurologists see how 
energy flows inside the brain to see where problems 
could be occurring.

Physics Connects the World; 

The telecommunications industry, including 
the development of the internet, has benefited 
from physics research in telecommunications from 
radio waves to fiber optic cable.

Physics Improves Technology; The computing 
industry depends on physics research in 
semiconductors and magnetism in order to build 
processors and disk ever smaller and denser.

Physics Drives Progress; Physics research 
benefits the transportation industry in everything 
from what materials to build cars of to how to build 
efficient engines to navigating using the global 
positioning system.

Physics Clears the Air; Physics is used in 
environmental science to both detect problems and 
to build systems that are better for the environment 
with technologies such as solar power and plasma 
physics.

Physics Fills the Home; Many consumer goods 
developed from physics research. CDs are possible 
because of refinements in laser technology. Many 
household gadgets have microprocessors such as 
microwaves and phones.

Physics Designs the Future; Research in 
materials physics has led to many innovations in 
the substances from which products are made. One 
now-common material is Teflon®. Other substances 
are now used to make many items from sports 
equipment to earthquake-resistant buildings.

PHYSICS LUNCHES NEW BUSINESS;

The defense department started the Global 
Positioning System (GPS), which uses 24 satellites. 
GPS was possible because of the atomic clock. Now 
GPS technology has many uses from being in road 
maps in cars to perceiving shifts in the tectonic 
plates.

PHYSICS IS THE MOST 
FUNDAMENTAL OF THE SCIENCES;

It is concerned with the most basic building 
blocks of all things - from ants to antennas, from 



quarks to quasars. The study of physics means 
trying to find out what the universe is made of, 
and how these things move and interact with each 
other. So in one sense, all the other sciences are 
built on the knowledge gained through the study 
of physics.

PHYSICS IS BEAUTIFUL;

Physicists love simplicity. They are constantly 
striving to find the most fundamental ideas that 
can be used to describe even the most complex of 
phenomena. For example Newton found that only 
a very small number of concepts could be used to 
describe just about all of the mechanical world - 
from steam engines to the motion of the planets. 
Not only is this beautiful, it’s downright amazing!

PHYSICS TEACHES YOU TO THINK;

This might seem like a strange statement. The 
study of all subjects teach you to think. But because 
physics deals with the most basic concepts, the 
application of such techniques as “Separation of 
Variables” and “The Scientific Method” are never 
more clear than they are in the study of physics. 
Once mastered you will find that these methods 
can be applied to all subjects, including the business 
world and just coping with everyday life.

PHYSICS GIVES YOU A NEW 
APPRECIATION OF THE WORLD 
AROUND YOU;

You can look a rainbow and say “Wow, 
pretty colors!”, or you can marvel at the amazing 
interactions between photons and electrons that 
come together in that particular way when light 
from the sun strikes spherical water droplets in 
the sky, and that you perceive as a multicolored arc 
suspended in the air. Now that’s awe!

PHYSICS IS FUN;

Lastly, studying physics gives you the 
opportunity of playing with a lot of really cool toys!

IN ADDICTION:

Many pioneers in molecular biology were 
trained as physicists e.g. Francis Crick, one of 
the two discoverers of DNA. A large number of 
astronomers were also trained as physicist. Without 
physics, cars wouldn’t have being developed to take 
us to our various destinations. TV’s, Light will not 
have been invented. We would not have known 
about space, Computer Games, How water boils, 
Model financial Market, Shape futuristic buildings 
and structures.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Physics is a creative subject, the concepts of 
physics don’t come easily. Someone has to come up 
with a theory to begin with. This is just as much 
a creative process as composing music. But where 
physics, and science in general, differ from the Arts 
is that no one will accept your theory unless you 
have some way of testing its validity. Experimental 
physicists sometimes have to be enormously 
creative in coming up with methods of testing  
theories and measuring things in the world around 
them. For example, how do you tell that there is 
a planet orbiting a star that is so far away that it 
appears as nothing more than a spec of light in 
even the most powerful telescopes?

In summary, for all these reasons, physics is 
an essential part of the educational system and 
of an advanced society. We therefore urge the 
government to seek advice from physicists and 
other scientists on matters of science policy, and to 
be supportive of the science of Physics. Muhammad 
Ibrar Tanoli Lecturer in Physics HM SKS House.



Official Name People’s Republic of China

Capital Beijing

Largest city Shanghai

Official languages Standard Chinese (Mandarin)

President Xi Jinping

Premier Li Keqiang

Legislature National People’s Congress

Area 9,596,961 km2

Population 1,376,049,000 (2015)

GDP $20.853 trillion (1st)

Per capita $15,095 (83rd)

Currency Renminbi (yuan; ¥) (CNY)

Time zone China Standard Time (UTC+8)

China, officially the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC), is a sovereign state in East Asia. 
With a population of over 1.381 billion, it is the 
world’s most populous state. The state is governed 
by the Communist Party of China. It exercises 
jurisdiction over 22 provinces, five autonomous 
regions, four direct-controlled municipalities 
(Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Chongqing), 
two mostly self-governing special administrative 
regions (Hong Kong and Macau), and claims 
sovereignty over Taiwan. China is a great power 
and a major regional power within Asia, and has 
been As a child, I used to be continuously keen on 
the stories of marvelous travellers such as Ibne-
Batuta and Marco Polo, who explores central Asia 
and China, My childhood dream came into reality, 
once this summer I got the visa of rising world 
power-enriched with culture and tradition - China.

Thai Air Lines took me to my first destination, 
Bangkok, an amazingly diverse and beautiful 

city. I had a short stay of  just 3 hours and then 
took another flight of Air Bus A380 of Thai Air to 
Shanghai, I reached Shanghai in the evening and 
from Airport I took Subway and went straight to 
my hotel room. Staying there for 5 days, I had been 
to these exotic places.

Shanghai Nanjing Road

Nanjing Road is a walking street that is always 
packed with people watching other people. It is 
regarded as the first commercial road in Shanghai. 

Following The Footsteps Of Morco Polo 
(Travelogue of China)
Ehsanuallah Awan 
2nd Year B

While on Transit at Bangkok Airport

People Enjoying Early Morning Exercise on  Nanjing Road 



The 5.5-km long Nanjing Road is the most bustling 
and prosperous street in Shanghai. Extending 
from the Bund to Jing An Temple, its eastern end 
has an all-weather pedestrian street. The  modern 
shopping malls, theaters, and international hotels 
have mushroomed on both sides of the street.

People’s Square

Peoples square is located in the center 
of Shanghai, surrounded by the municipal 

government office building, the Shanghai Museum, 
Shanghai Exhibition Hall and the Grand Theatre. 
There are a huge green area and trees, encircled by 
buildings on all sides. 

 The Square is particularly spectacular at night, 
when steam appears to seep out of the roof of the 
museum and the light bounces off the glass walls of 
the Grand Theatre.  

The Bund

The Bund (Waitan) is one of the most noted 
architectural symbols of Shanghai. 

The Bund, or the waterfront,is now surrounded 
by about 50 various buildings of different 
architectural styles including Gothic, Baroque, 
Romanesque, Classicism and the Renaissance 

Cruising on Huangpu River

Huangpu River winds about 114 kilometers 
from Dingshan Lake, where it meets with the 
Yangtze River. 40 km of the river is within the area 
of the big Shanghai. It is only about 400 meter wide 

People’s Square Shanghai

Along the Serene Huangpu River

With Statue of Walt Disney in Shanghai Disney Land

Enjoying the cool breeze at Bund Shanghai



and 9 meter deep, but it holds about one third of the 
China’s total international trade It supplies water 
to the 13 million people in the metropolis and is 
also important for navigation, fishery, tourism and 
receiving wastewater. 

With Statue of Walt Disney in Shanghai Disney 
Land Shanghai Disney Resort

Shanghai Disney Resort is a themed resort 
in Pudong. It is the first Disney park resort in 
mainland China. The resort features Shanghai 
Disneyland Park, an entertainment district, two 
themed hotels, recreational facilities, a lake and 
associated parking and transportation hubs. Some 

of the star attraction of Disney World of Shanghai 
are Camp Discovery, Disney Jungle Characters 
at happy circle, Roaring Rapids, Soaring over 
the Horizon, Alice in Wonderland maze, Disney 
Princess at Enchanted storybook Castle, Hunny 
Pot Spin, Peter Pan’s flight, Seven dwarf Mine 
train, the pirates of Caribbean & Meet Mickey at 
the gardens of Imagination.

After this exuberant trip of Shanghai I packed 
my luggage for Beijing, Beijing is an old capital 
city developing at a fast pace. This journey was life 
time experience as I boarded on the Bullet Train 
ever first in my life. It was quite a joyful experience 
just covering distance of 1380km in four and a half 
hours from Shanghai to Beijing. Beijing is a unique 

place infused with old and modern civilizations. 
Here is a snapshot of worth seeing places of Beijing.

Forbidden City (the Imperial Palace)

The Forbidden City is the ideal place to begin 
exploration of Beijing by opening its mysterious 
face. With over 9,000 rooms and over 250 acres, 
this large palace building was built between 1406 
and 1420. It burned down and was rebuilt, sacked 
and renovated for times, so most of the architecture 
you can see today dates back to the 18th century in 
the Qing Dynasty.

Tiananmen Square

Tiananmen Square is the most representative 
place in Beijing. Lying in the heart of Beijing City, 

The mystical Forbidden City

The Majestic Tiananmen Square Beijing

The Majestic Tiananmen Square Beijing



it is the place for massive parades and gathering. 
It is one of the largest square of such kind in the 
world. This was the place when in 1949 Chairman 
Mao announced  the establishment of the People’s 
Republic of China. Tiananmen Square is circled by  
Gate of Heaven on its north; the Great Hall of the 
People on its west, on the east  lies the National 
Museum of China,  there are Monument to the 
People’s Heroes and Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum 
on the south. 

At sunrise and sunset the raising and lowering 
ceremony of the Chinese National Flag is well 
worth seeing

Great Wall of China at Badaling

The Great Wall of China is among the seven 
wonders of the world. The Great Wall is a series 
of fortifications made of stone, brick, wood, and 

other materials, generally built along the historical 
northern borders of China to protect the Chinese 
states and empires against the raids and invasions 
of the various nomadic groups. Climbing the 
Great Wall is the first and foremost attraction of 
Beijing, and a must for all the tourists visiting 
china,  In Beijing there are mainly eight sections 
of the Great Wall crossing the northern part of 
Beijing. Most of the sections of the Great Wall in 
Beijing are well-preserved and mainly the relics 
dating from the Ming Dynasty,(the time for huge 
construction).  

Regarded as the largest imperial garden 
in China, Beijing’s Summer Palace is in fact a 

park-styled royal retreat extending out over 10 
square miles in Beijing . Once a summer resort 
for emperors palace is still a retreat for visitors, 
who can take a rest here or wander around old 
pavilions, buildings, temples, bridges and the huge 
lake - Kunming Lake. It is a royal garden most 
completely preserved with richest landscapes and 
large compact buildings 

Temple of Heaven ( Tiantan )

Temple of Heaven is one of the real highlights 
of Beijing. It is situated in the southern Beijing 
City. It has been one of the most sacred sites for the 
whole country for the past five centuries. It worked 

Peace and Tranquility in Temple of Heaven

Devotees burning incense in Lama Temple

Beijing Olympic Park



as sacrificial buildings for the Ming and Qing 
emperors. The most unique part of the temple is 
the century-old trees - row upon row of Chinese 
cypress, juniper and scholar trees etc. Some of the 
cypresses are over 600 years old!  

Lama Temple (Yonghegong)

Lama Temple is Beijing’s most frequented 
religious place. It is comprised of five main halls 
and many galleries. This temple was first the palace 
offered to a prince. When he gained the throne, he 
offered it to the Tibetan Buddhists as the religious 
sacred place. The Lama Temple is dedicated to the 
Yellow Sect of Buddhism. It is actually an active 
temple, with many faithful believers with burning 
armloads of incense. The temple has a valuable 
relic: the biggest Buddha statue carved from a 
single tree.

Beijing Capital Museum

A trip to Beijing City is not complete without 
visiting its museums. The museum is a five-storey 

mansion, catering for a maximum of 13 concurrent 
exhibitions,

Beijing Olympic Park is where the 2008 Beijing 
Olympic Games and Paralympics took place. It 
was a venue for the 1990 Asian Games. The Beijing 
National Stadium or “Bird’s Nest” is the centerpiece 
of this project. It hosted the opening and closing 
ceremonies, athletics, and football finals of 
the Games. The stadium has room for 91,000 
spectators. It will be the site of the opening and 
closing ceremonies of the 2022 Winter Olympics. 
Now a days it is transformed into a comprehensive 
multifunctional activity center for the public.

This excursion of mine well always remain 
the most memorable and eye opening experience 
of my life. I will always cherish the sights that I 
came across during my historic journey to many 
different, never to be forgotten places. Having 
uniqueness found no where else, having travelled 
previously to different exotic places in Africa, West 
Asia and South East Asia.

 If you live long enough, you’ll make mistakes. But if you learn 
from them, you’ll be a better person. It’s how you handle adversity, 
not how it affects you. The main thing is never quit, never quit, never 
quit.

– William J. Clinton



Dreams are in reality a psychological 
phenomenon. It is specialty with human beings to 
see dreams. We see good, bad and romantic dreams. 
Sometimes, we see extremely charming places in 
dreams they are commonly called “Dreams Lands” 
Psychologists have sound reasons for it. They say 
that our unconscious mind is often showing itself 
in dreams. It has to disguise itself in better from 
due to the fear of the guard of the conscious mind.

Dreams are of various types. Some of these 
dreams are purely physiological and we see them 
due to one physical disturbance or the other. A 
person may see that he is being strangled. Whereas, 

Everyone says that street No 58 is scary and 
there is a house, called dead house. One evening we 
all friends bravely decided to go there to solve this 
mystery. When we went in that house, it was very 
dark so we turn on the lights. We were very hungry 
so we started eating. Suddenly lights turned off. We 
became scared. So we turned on the touch. When 

in reality his physical thirst may be the real cause 
of this dream.

Some dreams are complex because one can 
not be sure of the duration after which the wish has 
been fulfilled in a dream. Some dreams are those 
which foretell the future events.

A famous writer says, “What devils do in their 
waking like, saints do in their dreams.” Some dreams 
are just like a bright side of a picture for example. A 
beggar sees in his dreams that he is a price. Much 
work has been done on the issue of dreams. But we 
are still in need of more understanding of them.

we turned on the torch, a ghost appeared and 
then disappeared. We were scared and ran away. 
When we reached home, when told this story to 
the whole colony. We never ever decided to go that 
street again. So I reached the conclusion that some 
mysteries are always mysteries throughout life.

Dreams 

Sibghatullah
Class 4th Red

Haunted Street 

Muneeb-ur-Rehman
Class 4th Blue
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The world is finite, resources are scarce
Things are bad and will be wares
Coal is burnt and gas exploded

Forests out and soil eroded
Wells are dry and air polluted

Dust is blowing, trees are uprooted
Oil is going, ores depleted

Drains receive what is excreted
Land is sinking, seas are rising 

Man is far too enterprising
Fires will rage with man to fan it

Soon we will have a plundered planet

My school is like
My Mother

Who embraces me every morning 
With open Arms

My loving and caring Teachers
Are guiding stars for me

They teach me 
How to choose the right path

And how to be a
Good Person

Resources Gone  

Shahwaiz Ahmad Nisar
8th Year D

A Tribute to Burn Hall 

Ibrahim Jadoon
8th Year B
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What’s the key to success?

The confidence is the first step

The hard work is the secret

It’s the key to success in your life

Raise your confidence up

So high in the world

Compete with great struggle

It’s the key to success in your life

If you failed, did not succeed

Be continue your struggle to win

And the trust only in the Allah

It’s the key to success in your life

The success will come one day

Very slowly and steadily 

It wins the race at the end

It’s key to success in your life

That’s the spirit to win

The key to achieve your aims

Key to uplift you to the heights of sky

It’s the key to success in your life

The Key to Success  

Shahmir Ali 
1st Year F
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Days and nights are all the same

I don’t know what to do 

While awake I think of you

I my dreams you pass through

During the day I imagine you and i

Walking beside water passing by

We climb up the grassy hills

Talk of love and of its thrill

I just want all this to last

But time passes away so fast

During the night I dream, you and i

Walking on the moon

And our hearts filled with hope

That hardship will be over soon

 

I know not if you feel the same

If not you are not to blame

But this is what I feel for you

And my fault is I’ve fallen in love with you

Now nothing can possibly change

My days and nights will be the same

Days and Nights

Saboor Ahmed
10th Year F
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The sun that is full and warn

The sun of love and of no harm

The star of heaven – star of glory

Of whom even the Angles think only

The breeze of affection but not strong

That blows fierce but not for wrong

The vain of care in the thunder of life

The light of saints in the cave of life

Soften heart but hard as steal

Only is the love she makes us feel

Without “Mother” life is cold stone

Cheered by angles but still very alone

Fragrance of lilies and purity of snow

You are my dear, so death is my foe 

Give me your hand with power, of faith and spring 

Live is your song that birds do sing

Life is a dying coal and so dull is earth

And nothing is pretty without your worth  

Mother! the Sweetest Blessing of My Lord

Sheharyar Ali
1st Year B
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It’s time to fly 

It’s time to go high 

It’s time to aim high

We came to Burn Hall

From the places all dry

But now we will go high

And will never lie

We are Hallians

We can fly

We can fly

When darkness falls at night

We still move towards light

We bright up the night

So no need to fight

For the ray of light

Parents tell us not to go out side

at night

We say why

If we can escape Pakistan from light

We say why

The say don’t cry

You are Hallians

You can fly 

You can fly

Hallians Can Fly

Mian Mustafa Shah
10th Year G
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Fourteen of August
A tribute to the boy who

Still sees the glamour of the flag
Through hard metal and
Eternally twining wheels
Through dust and grime 
Through choking fumes 

Exhausted 

Green and white, star studded
Flags of independence 

Fluttering like bunches of
Meaningless market wares 

Green and white, the colour of 
Summer grass and jasmine

Trees and icy river foam
Purity and peace

Contorted into someone else’s 
Dream of grasping a ten rupee note

Buy my flag! Buy my flag
So that I can pull myself out of 
Rearing flames of engine heat 

And hellish, growing need
So I can cool my face 

Hide from the heavy weight
Of the immovable run
Reheat into some slier
Full stomached sleep

In a country of my own

Buy My Flag

M. Abu Bakar Butt 
JC - A
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Where art thou

Oh! My gentleness 

Not found now a days

Your sweet politeness 

Oh! My gentleness

Where art thou

 I was very comfortable, when you were in you kept me safe at least 

from a sin 

Oh! My gentleness

Where art thou

I was special when I had thee

Everybody listened, when you spoke in me

Where art thou

Region me not to depart again

Oh! My gentleness

Rejoin me!

Rejoin me! 

Gentleness

M. Nohman Khalid
10th C
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When I started in school 
This day seemed so far away

Now its here and I can’t believe 
That time has passed so quickly

But through your encouragement and guidance
I feel I’m ready for tomorrow challenges

Teachers play such an important part
In shaping and guiding

Especially teachers like your Sir Tashfeen
Thank you for caring so much 

I never knew what a star could be
To someone lost in the sea
Until you came into my life 

And filled my days with light 
You gave me love, you gave me faith 

And in giving all this, you gave me strength
I never knew, what a star lost meant

Until I lost you in my pain
And had to find my way again

To a Special Teacher 

M. Waqas Azim 
2nd Year B

To a Star 

M. Sohail Khan
2nd Year B
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Makes tea, sets our beds

Packs lunch, irons clothes,

Washes shirts and shorts,

And our smelly socks.

Drives me to my school

Picks me form school,

Meets my teachers,

Worries about my grades.

Buys new shoes,

The old one has holes,

Forgets to get the shoe polish

Goes back to shop, swoosh!

Pays the bills, fixes my teeth,

At the dentist who cares teeth

Answers the phone, writes notes,

Scrubs the floor, dusts the chairs,

When someone asks her

“Are you employed?”

My mom says with a smile.

“No, not really, I am a mom.”

My Mother is not “Employed”

Muhammad Ashar
Class 1st Green
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There is a subject called maths

That hits our heads like cricket bats!

There is a chapter called Algebra,

Which runs out from minds like a Zebra

There is also a system of numbers,

Which proves our heads made of timbers

There is a chapter called “Trigonometry”

Which isn’t clear without charging battery!

There is another chapter called “Sets”

Which causes major upsets!

Then there is horrid “Geometry”

Which is more like a brain factory!

Maths 

Zakaullah Khan
Class 5th Orange

Pease will make the world free,

Open our eyes, and helps us see.

Wars and conflicts make people sad,

Hurting others is a really bad.

Many kids live, through and awful war,

Their family ends up very poor.

During war, they often lose,

Sometimes even, their own shoes.

Let’s speak up, tell a friend,

All these wars need an end.

Peace begins when we care,

Let’s make this world, truly fair.

Peace by Kids

Hassan Ali Asad
Class II Blue
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The beauty, the warmth of my land,

I see and feel when upon it I stand.

I passionately love every grain of its sand,

I know it when I smell it in my hand.

The freshness of air, the sparkle of water,

The flow of rivers, the melody of streams,

The twittering of birds, the song of winds,

Make my Land prettier than my dreams.

Lofty mountains, the cotton-colour show,

The wheat fields in which farmers plough,

The ripening of fruits, steady and slow…

My heart feels joyous when I feel this show.

I adore my land because I eat its wheat,

Drink its water, breathe in its air.

It has enabled me to stand on my feet,

If I don not care, it will be unfair.

I see the grace of my land,

Shining brilliantly like the sun rays,

At the end of my day when I die,

In the grave of my land I’d like lie

My Land

Nasiq Khan
Class 5th Orange
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Fear your pupils through your knowledge

Manage them through humour in college

I beg thee not mocking them like monkeys

Do not punish them dear like donkeys

Let innovate classics to more classics

Write on their souls like Greek’s authors

Let them learn the way they want to learn

Water, shape of no shape, does not burn

Don’t oppress them, if thou thyself ever

Let apart ignorance from them forever

Teach them in the sphere of their time

Say no assignment, no homework’s fine

Keep the learning process in class only

Inspire these pupils through thy ability

Grasps them in your words and smiles

They are thy shields for sorrows in cries

My Teaching Methodology

Arif Ameen
Department of English
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Where do you come from?

Where do you come from?

North, South, East, or West?

It doesn’t matter, where are you from!

You can soon be found

Because he is there wherever you are,

So turn, to Allah that is the best

Where do you live or where do you lie?

Where do you live in a tent or in town?

It doesn’t matter where you live

You can sooner be found

Because He is there wherever you are

So turn, to Allah that is the best

Turn to Allah

Murtaza Shah Khan Babar
Class 2nd Green
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Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
The Champion House

House Master Mr Mir Iftikhar

Assistant House Masters Mr Rehmatullah

 Mr Ibrarullah

 Mr Muhammad Ali

House Prefect Muhammad Umair Farooqi

Assistant House Prefects Talha Abbasi

 Abdul Muqeet Qureshi

Sports Secretary Muhammad Asim
Mess Secretary Hassan Afzal

 There is no doubt that Sultan Tipu Shaheed House always keeps the hallmark of the house up and 
high. By the grace of Allah Almighty, accompanied by the true leadership of the House Master, Assistant 
House Masters and efforts of the students, this year too STS House expelled in sports, declamation and 
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academics. Although it missed the Champion Trophy just after a close contest and was declared runner-up. 
The athletes of STS House also showed tremendous strength of character, dedication and discipline.

They rejoiced when they won, vowed to win when they did not. No doubt the house motto is to venture 
their lives for the attainment of the best, no doubt how much risky that be. A glimpse of achievement of 
the STS House is as follows..

College Appointments

College Prefect Bilal Liaqat

Assistant College Prefect Mahad Ijaz

President Bazm-e-Adab Asfandyar Khana

Trophies

Urdul Declamation

Football Juniors

Tennis Seniors

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Abdullah Babar

House Best Boy (Junior) Mohsin Khan

Best in Academic (Senior) Amir Latif

Best in Academic (Junior Changez Jallat

Best Athlete Umair Iqbal Minhas

Best Sportsman (Senior) Abdullah Babar

Best Sportsman (Junior) Noman Afzal

House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Basketball Mirza Shahzeb Baig Ahmed Zafar

Cricket Wasif Raza Zohaib Farooq
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Football M. Ibrahim Afridi Malik Ibrahim

Hockey Syed Faisal Bokhari Hamza Sajjad

Squash Rana Babar Latif Asad Khan

Tennis Umer Farooq Waleed Ashfaq

Volleyball Sarfraz Bugtti Haseeb Mmtaz

Best Sportsman Raza Wazir

Best in Academics Zain Bin Tariq

Best Boy M. Umair Farooqi

House Captains and Colors (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Basketball Abu Bakr Butt Hussain Amin

Cricket Faizan Asghar M. Ibrahim

Football Attaullah Durrani Samiullah Kakar

Hockey Saqlain Bhatti Wajih ur Rehman

Squash M. Jawad Ahsan Khudadad

Tennis Usama Asim Ziggar Khan

Volleyball Fahad Gujjar Ehsan Ejbani

Best Sportsman Ali Shayan

Best in Academics Noman Bashir

Best Boy Zubair Bohair
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Syed Ahmed Shaeed House

House Master Mr Saqlain Safdar
Assistant House Masters Mr Ibrar Tanoli
 Mr Ummar Ali Khan
House Prefect Asad Chohan
Assistant House Prefect Talha Khan
Sports Secretary Taha Bin Tariq Kiyani
Mess Secretary Usman Bin Asad

 Syed Ahmed Shaheed House is one of the most senior houses of the college. The residents of this 
house are involved by the very same and identity ourselves with it. Like previous years this year was also 
full of week to next competition. Unfortunately we could not subdue our riveds in. The play ground but 
encouragingly we. Upgraded ourselves in oradenics in curricular, cu-curricular and extra curricular 
activities . The House performed very well the glimpse of house acknowledged are given below:

Academics
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HSSC-I Gold Medal Pre-Medal

SS-I Zulfiqar Shahid Gold Medal

College Appointments

College Sports Secretary Ammer Shahid

ELS President Usman Masood

Fine Arts Club President Asad Chohan

Hockey Captain Ahsan Chohan

Cricket Captain Hussain Tariq

Karate Captain Hamza Rasool Cheema

Gymnastic Captain Muhammad Fahad Noor

College Colour Hockey Ali Rehman Awan

Vice President Computer Club Usman Bin Asad

President Electronics Club Hamza Javaid

House Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Best Boy Asad Chohan

Best in Academic Abdul Rehman

Hockey Ahsan Chohan Muhammad Fahad Noor

Football Taha Bin Tariq Kiyani Luqman Shah

Cricket Hussain Tariq Talal Babar

Basketball Asad Chohan Talal Babar

Squash Ammar Saleem Asad Chohan

Tennis Hamza Rasool Cheema Ahsan Chohan

Volleyball Muhammad Shahbaz Hussain Harris Khan

Athletics Usman Bin Asad Shehroz Yousaf

Best Athlete Hamza Javed

Best Sportsman Hussain Tariq
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House Captains and Colors (Seniors)

Best Boy Ali Haider

Best in Academics Iftikhar Ahmad Tareen

Hockey Ali Akbar Metta Shehryar Lali

Football Nadeem Ullah Ayaz Khan

Cricket Haseeb Butt Hamid Mustafa

Basketball Kadir Nawaz Mussayyab Ahmad

Squash Muhammad Bilal Khan Sohail Dar

Volleyball Ahmer Maqsood Ghayur Zafar

Athletics Saqib Sattar Shahid Shoukat

Best Athlete Usama Malik

Best Sportsman Sanaullah Khan

Trophies (Seniors)

Hockey, Tennis and Quiz

Trophies (Juniors)

Football, Hockey, Quiz and Qirrat & Naat
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

House Master Mr Ayaz Hussain Zahid
Assistant House Masters Mr Ali Hafeez
 Mr Ammar Khan
 Mr Mashood Khan
House Prefect Shahzaib Bajwa
Assistant House Prefects Naeem Khan Kakar
 Wahaj Munir Qazi
Sports Secretary Malik Waleed Ahmed
Mess Secretary Moeed Arshad Basra

 Shah Ismail Shaheed has always shown its grace, dignity and high moral in different challenges of 
college activities. The Ismailians have always shown their full performance in Academics, Interhouse 
sports Naat and Qirat Competition and Declamation contests with full zeal & Zest. By the grace of Allah 
Almighty Ismailians have always achieved their goals in curricular and co-curricular. Activities Boys of 
this House are always helpful and devoted towards their college activities. They celebrate their victory and 
learn from their defeate and keep their motto above of all. By the ups and down of the activities of whole 
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year we develop leadership activities in our boys and their help htem in achieving their goal. Do or die is 
an old concept, do it before you die is a new concept.

College Appointments

Bazm-e-Adab Joint Secretary M. Yasir

English Literary Soeicey Vice President Khizar

English Literary Society President Zain Tariq

Trophies

Basketball Seniors, English Declamation and Interior Economy

Best of the House (Seniors)

College Basketball Captain Adil Saeed Butt

College Best Sportsman Haider Sarwar Khan

Best of the House (Juniors)

Best English Speaker Junior Muhammad Ali

House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Basketball Adil Saeed Butt Umair Yousaf

Cricket Usama Ashfaq Pannnu Adnan Hussain

Football Usama Jadoon Nasar Ali Khan Kakar

Hockey Nasir Hussain Marri Ali Abbass Khan

Squash Marsaleen Riaz Taimoor Paracha

Tennis Moeed Arshad Ahmad Raza Ansari
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Volleyball Umair Yousaf Zameer Ahmad

Best Athlete  Adil Saeed Butt

Best Sportsman Malik Waleed

Best in Academics Naeem Khan Kakar

Best Boys Shahzaib Bajwa

Captains and Colors (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Basketball Shumail Arshad Wahid Shafique

Cricket Ghulam Murtaza Ahtram ul Haq

Football Abdullah Sajid Abdul Wahid

Hockey Wajdan Zafar Ubaid Ali

Squash Aurangzaib Omar Tahir Jamoti

Tennis Hasim Khan Badr Bin Tariq

Volleyball Ameer Ahsan Moheen Rahim

Best Athlete Hilmand Khan

Best Sportsman Sheryar Khan

Best Boy Hamza Ahad

Best in Accademics Shahab Tariq
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Sher Khan Shaheed House

Housemaster : Qazi Muhammad Arshad
Assistant Housemasters : Mr Wajid Mehmood
  Mr Mohsin Ramzan
House Prefect : Hassan Ali Khan
Assistant House Prefects : Hafiz Muhammad Ameen
  Ibtisam-ul-Haq
House Mess Secretary : Hassan Nawaz Khan

 Sher Khan Shaheed House is a new addition in the ranks of three other Houses which existed in the 
past. The House was established in 2012 and has been named after a great hero of Nation Captain Sher 
Khan Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider). The Hallians of this house derive great inspiration from the heroic life of 
Captain Sher Khan Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider) who started his career as an Air-Craft man in Pakistan Air 
Force & earned a regular commission in Pakistan Army as a 2nd Lieutenant and proved his loyalty for his 
Nation through his great sacrifice and the Nation responded in the same manner awarding him the highest 
military award Nishah-e-Haider. The Hallians of this house pledge to follow the footsteps of great Shaheed 
and will Insha-Allah keep this torch of Shuhadaah high and inspiring for the young Hallians.
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 Sher Khan Shaheed House despite a new house, it has shown an excellent performance in academics as 
well as in sports. The House has secured many positions in curricular and co-curricular activities. Although 
this year, the House could not get Inter-House Championship Trophy, however it produced a remarkable 
percentage of players in college sports team.

 The achievements of House are as follow:-

Academics

COAS Gold Medal Muhammad Umer

College Appointments

Vice President Urdu Bazm-e-Adab Raja Mughees

College Colours

Cricket Mouj-e-Ali
Football Hassan Nawaz Khan

Best of the College

Best Athlete Ch Hassan Ali Khan

Trophies (Seniors)

Urdu Debates, Basketball and Volleyball.

Trophies (Juniors)

English Declamation, Squash Volleyball, Qiraat, Quiz and Urdu Declamation

Best of the House (Seniors)

Best Boy Ch Hassan Ali Khan

Best in Acamedics Muhammad Umer
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Best Athlete Hassan Nawaz Khan

Best Sportsman Hamza Sohail

Best in Quiz Khaleel Khan

Best Naat Khawan Hafiz Muhamad Ameen

Best of the House (Juniors)

Best Boy Ibrahim Abbas
Best in Academics Zain Mazhar
Best Sportsman Ahmer Khalid
Best Athlete Abdullah Tanveer

Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Football Khaleel Khan Hassan Nawaz Khan
Cricket Mouj-e-Ali Hafiz Muhammad Ameen
Basketball Luqman Shah Mouj-e-Ali
Hockey Ch Hassan Ali Khan Mouj-e-Ali
Squash Hafiz Muhammad Ameen Muhammad Umer
Tennis Hassan Nawaz Khan Khaleel Khan
Athletics Hamza Sohail Ch Hassan Ali Khan
Volleyball Muhammad Umer Hamza Sohail

Captains and Colours (Juniors)

Cricket Arslan Baig Saad Rehman
Basketball Khalid Ishfaq Nabeel Hussain
Hockey Osama Farooq Wali Khan
Football Muhammad Faheem Samar Ishfaq
Squash Ahmed Zeb Dawood Shah
Tennis Shahzaib Haider Huraira Ilyas
Athletics Usman Munir Naumaan Ayub
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English Literary Society

Incharge : Mr Aamir Khurshid
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Mansoor Alam Khan
  Mrs Rabia Nazir
President : Usman Masood
Vice President : Saad Zaman
Secretary : Fahad Zaman
Joint Secretary : Muhammad Ali Javed

 The English Literacy Society of the College has always shown academic excellence in all curricular has 

successfully conducted the Inter House Declamation Competitions both for Juniors Seniors time and again. In 

addition it has also organized the essay writing competition as well.

 The Society sent its students to All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Competition all over the country and the 

Hallians put up a very good show and proved their worth and amused the listeners with their wit and oratory and 

brought lards to the College.

 In addition to debates the Society organized various programmes in order to develop the personality and calibre 

of the Hallians.
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Biology Club

Incharge : Mr Muhammed Hanif
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Shad Muhammed
  Miss Sadaf Massey
President : Ahmad Rehan-ul-Haq
Vice President : Jazib Ali
Secretary : Farrukh Iqbal

 It is a fact that scientific development shows the development of a country. It is the need of the day 
that besides theoretical teaching, students should be involved in the practical and creative work at the grass 
root level. In this connection students do research before building a modal and ensures provision of related 
knowledge.

 Like the previous years, the biology club along with its all members remained busy in preparing models 
and doing science activities. Our goal is to expose member to academics and career opportunities.

 All members of biology club took keen interest in their scientific work. Some of the notable models 
were CT scan, circulatory system, respiratory system, food pyramid, ecosystem, Dengui life cycle etc. The 
efforts of the students were highly appreciated by the Chief Guest of Parents Day.
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Chemistry Club

Incharge : Mrs Saira Bano
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Zahid Mehmood 
  Mr Atif  Mumtaz 
  Mr Fida Malik
President : Usman Abbasi
Vice President : Ijlal Haider
Secretary : Fahad Zaman

 Displaying academic excellence, the Chemistry Club took keen interest in the  demonstration of 
various skill as well as working models and projects this year. It is an obvious fact that students were 
imparted more practical knowledge of their subject in a better fashion when their own creative abilities 
were utilized in the preparation of models and projects. This was the aim before us the difficult task of 
planning and putting together the various projects in the chemistry labs. We are thankful to God that 
the strong patience of the students and the able guidance of the club incharge bore fruit and a successful 
chemistry exhibition was held on the parents day in chemistry lab.

 Projects like Water purification plant, solar heating system in houses, volcanic eruption, plant for 
manufacturing of bleaching powder, were not only highly interesting but also showed the tiring efforts 
of the club members. The respectful Chief Guest and the honourable guests highly appreciated the hard 
work of the young scientists. In return we are debted to the Principal & the CI who provided us help and 
guidance that we needed at every step.
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Electronics Club

Incharge Mr Qasim Abbasi
Assistant-in-Charges Sir Ali Hafeez 
 Sir Wasib Ali
 Sir Ibrar Tandi
 Sir Wajid
President Abdul Wahab Bangash
Vice President Taimoor Paracha
Secretary Mutsaim Hussain
 Malik Waleed Ahmed

 Like every year, this year also the Electronics Club has fascinated the viewers by it’s and class science 
projects which include projects of: Mechanics, Dynamics, Physics, Electronics, rocket Science and much 
more.  Electronics Club develop the minds of Hallians in a creative way which helps them to understand 
science in the best way. Electronics club is the best of the others in the present stage. Some of it’s best 
projects this year are:
1. Friendo meter 6. Catapult
2. Check Yours patience 7. Automatic street lighting system
3. Water Rocket 8 Remote controlled Helicopter
4. Water Level detector 9. Baghdad Battery
5. Remoter controlled Camera Car 10. Production of Electricity by ruits and Potatoes
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Computer Club

Incharge : Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi

Assistant-in-Charges : Qazi Adnan-ul-Haq

  Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi

President : Muhammed Umer

Vice President : Jahanzeb Sadiq

Secretary : Rana Saad

 In today’s world Information Technology plays a vital role. Not only it has brought the people closer to one 

another but also it has brought the World to our finger tips, if we need any information it is just one click away.

 The college is well aware of the importance of Information Technology and has introduced the computer subject 

right from the lower level so that the Hallians should be kept abreast with the ever changing global scenario.

 Apart from all this the college has established the Computer Club where students are provided with ample 

opportunities to show their skills in Information Technology. The Club is provided with upto date well equipped 

Computer Lab. Time and again the visitors appreciated the efforts put in by the young Hallians.
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Fine Arts Club

Incharge : Mrs Rubina Sohail
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Mehnaz
  Mrs Jamila Gul
  Mrs Rabia Nazir
President : Ahsan Chohan
Vice President : Raja Mughees
Secretary : Rana Saad

 The clearest definition of fine arts is a visual considered to have been created primarily for aesthetic 
purposes judged for its beauty and meaningfulness especially, painting, sculpture, drawing, water colour, 
graphics and architecture. The word “fine” denotes the purity of the discipline.

 Fine Arts Club provides an opportunity to the students to show their talent, express their aesthetic 
skills, sense and taste by creating beautiful pieces art and different channels such as landscapes, photography, 
sketching, glass work, mosaic, collage work etc. As always the Fine Arts Club has been rendering valuable 
services and remains busy throughout the year in exhibiting profound talent and creative abilities of 
Hallians.

 On Annual Parents Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, the Club gave marvellous display. The 
gallery was greatly appreciated by the Chief Guest and Parents. 
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Drama Club

Incharge : Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah 
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz
  Mrs Mehnaz Khan
President : Zahid Mohyuddin
Vice President : Mazhar Manzoor
Secretary : Nouman

 Drama is the fountain of life for the children. It gives sparkle to home, school or wherever children 
gather. Children are actors without stage fright. They perform as expertly to an empty hall as to a full 
house. They say what they feel and feel what they say. They unashamedly use enormous conceptions and 
unintentional puns. Creativity abounds, children ride a plant ‘horse’, eat sand ‘cakes’ and drink water 
‘drinks’ without apology for their realism. If adult have sensitive ears, eyes and hearts, they may be moved 
from the deepest anguish to poetic ecstasy or be entertained by rollicking slap stick.

 Drama is something that we all engage in daily life. Drama has a role to play in all the four skills; 
reading, writing, speaking and listening. This year too the Drama Club of the College was busy in the 
creative faculties of the Hallians. On the occasion of Annual Parents Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, 
they presented an English Play ‘Twelfth Night’ which was very well appreciated by the guests and also a 
tableau based on the song of Jawad Ahmed to highlight the sense of patriotism among the masses. Apart 
from these the young Hallians long various folk songs to show the national harmony.
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College Teams

Hockey

Football
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College Teams

Basketball

Cricket
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College Teams

Administration

PT Staff



Get your inspiration
from the most inspiring...

Our

Allama Muhammad Iqbal
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Islamic Studies Department

Physics Department

English Department
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Pakistan Studies Department

Urdu Department

Mathematics Department
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Chemistry Department

Biology Department

Computer Science Department
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Captivating the Hall with eloquence A fiery speaker

Bouquet being presented to the Principal Young Hallian shaking hand with Principal

Enthralling the audience An enticing spectacle
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Young Scholar expressing his viewsDance performance on National Song

Juniors having fun Standing still in the decorum of National Anthem

Kids in a Jubilant mood Beating the heat
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Winning Spirit The faculty with the Chief Guest

Rainbow of Love Chief Guest putting his thoughts in Visitor’s Book

Young Hallians in ancient warriors’ dress Captains exchanging their flags
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Juniors showing their excitement

Brig Hafeez shaking hands with college football team Happy moments of the Life

Taking part in painting competition

Principal with Battrasians Congratulations on success
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Hallians displaying their artwork Traditional ‘Luddi’ Dance

Colours of joyDesperate to win

Aiming at Stumps Same old sweet memories
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Introduction with Abdalians Jubilant Hallians

Enjoying bonfire Exhibiting Fine Arts

Anarkali Rhythm of Unity
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Rhythm of Harmony Historical Presentations

Extended Appreciation Keep it up

Performed well Well deserving award
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Fahad Zaman - Secretary English Literary Society Muhammad Ali Javed - Joint Secretary English Literary 
Society

Mir Iftikhar Ahmad - Best House Master Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Rahmatullah - Best Assistant House Master Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Muhammad Yasin - Best PT Instructor Sultan Tipu 
Shaheed House

Mr Muhammad Riaz Jadoon - Best Teacher (Urdu)
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Mr Saleem Nawaz - Best Teacher (Islamiyat) Mr Wasib Ali - Best Teacher (Physics)

A warm welcome to the worthy Principal Introduction with College Appointments

The worthy Principal receiving the Chief Guest Brig Tahir 
Hameed, Commandant Baluch Regimental Centre

The College Council welcomes the Chief Guest
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Maj Gen Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M), Deputy Chairman of 
BOG shaking hands with the faculty

The worthy Chief Guest being introduced to the  
College Appointments

The College Prefect Rhythm of Music

A tableau performance by Young Hallians of the Junior Wing A scene from the historical play
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Save the world Traditional Dance performance by the talented Hallians

The colours of festivity Contingent of Syed Ahmed Shaheed House on  
Annual Sports Week

Contingent of Sher Khan Shaheed House on  
Annual Sports Week

Annual Colour Day
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Annual Inter House Quiz Competition A winning shot

Yes I can save the world A young butterfly

Grapes or sour


